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Reagan To Make Announcement Next Week

New Cuts To Hit Vets
Farmers, Water Projects

READING WORKSHOPS — Bonnie Higginson, far left, coordinator of reading programs in the teaming Center at
Murray State University, and Susan Ramp, a Calloway County elementary teacher, instruct a class during the Sixth
Annual Robert F. Alsup Distinguished Lecture and Workshops conducted recently at Murray State University. The
goal of the workshops, conducted in the new University Center, was to help elementary and secondary teachers to
Photo 115 tt.•••s. Johnson
help students read more effectively.

ROTC Aids Local Economy While
Assisting University Students
The Army's Reserve Officers Training Corps (ROTC) program means
more than a "hup-two-three-four"
cadence to Murray State University
and to Southern Illinois University at
Carbondale and their surrounding communities.
"It's a significant source of financial
aid to students and an appreciable
boost to local economies," says Lt. Col.
Randall G. Routt, professor of military
science and director of both programs.
Salaries of ROTC faculty and staff,
local purchases of its service needs,
financial aid to cadets, scholarship
payments and the lease of equipment in
the Murray area alone totals more than
$440,000 a year, he noted.
Routt, a native of Larue County and
who has been at Murray State since
1977, went on to point . out that local
schools benefit financially in two ways

from the ROTC programs.
"Military personnel pay most local
and state taxes, and the federal government pays each school district from
$400 to $500 each year for each dependent child attending school in the local
system," he said.
"Local receipts in these areas will exceed $106,000 this year at SIUCarbondale and in its surrounding area
as a result of the recent establishment
by Murray State of an Army ROTC extension center on the Carbbndale campus," he went-on.
The major portion of the total
salaries paig junior ROTC instructors
in the Carb4dale area also is paid by
the Army,he said.
And, things are going to get even better. Routt predict&I.
Financial assistance through the
Army's ROTC scholarship program is
expected to increase significantly dur-

ing the coming four years, he pointed
out as the Artily doubles the number of
scholarships available to college
students.
Many ROTC cadets contribute even
more to the local economies by
simultaneously belonging to the National Guard or Army Reserve units in
addition to their cadet training program.
"There is no enrollment or scholarship limit on individual Army ROTC
programs," he said, "so the more
qualified students participating in
ROTC, the more money will be made
available to the local programs."
"This in turn, conceivabely, could be
spent in the local areas. And let's not
forget: Army Reserve and National
Guard unit payrolls also make significant contributions to the local
economies."

Miss Murray State Contest March 28

Coeds To Compete In Pageant
Fourteen coed semifinalists will be
Joppa, Ill.; Martha Pitman, a
competing for the title when the curtain
freshman from Murray; Vicky Pool, a
goes up on the 11th annual Miss Murray
junior from Crofton. Tenn., and Kym
State University Scholarship Pageant
Wagner,a sophomore from Louisville.
Saturday, March 28.
If the winner is chosen Miss KenThe winner in the pageant, to begin at s tucky, she will advance to the Miss
7:30 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium, will
America Scholarship Pageant in Atlan• wear the Miss Murray State University
tic City, N.J., in September.
.
crown in the Miss Kentucky Pageant,
• Pam Wright of Paducah, the reigning
scheduled in June.
Miss Murray State, will relinquish her
Contestants are Marty Alois, a
title-when the panel of three judges has
. sophomore from Calvert City; Suzanne
made its decision.
Bitters, a sophomore from Owensboro;
Serving as co-mistresses of
Melissa Baldwin and Terrie I.iles, both
ceremonies will be Susan Perkins, Miss
sophomores from
Russellville;
America 1978; Kathy Parker, Miss
Stephanie Rich, a junior from
Kentucky 1979, and Elsie Neal, Miss
Mayfield; Donna Beeson, a sophomore
Tennessee 1979.
(rim Perryville, Mo.; Deanna DenSponsored by the Student Activities
nison, a sophomore from ('ato, N.Y.;
Board of the Student Government
Janie Johnson, a sophomore from
Association, the pageant this year will
Newburg. Ind.; Phyllis Love, a
follow the theme of "Can't Stop the
sophomore from Brandenburg; Hope
Music." Diana Johnson, a graduate stuMiller, a sophomore from Union City,
dent from Lincoln, ill., is pageant direcTenn.; Yvette Payne, a junior from
tor.

Contestants will compete in evening
gowns and swimsuits and offer talent
presentations in their bids for the title
and for scholarships. They also will
have private interviews with the judges
prior to the pageant.
Pageant judges will be Kristi Vetri,
field director for the Miss Illinois
Pageant; Dr. Ed Shellhouse, assistant
dean of administrations at the University of Cincinnati, and Bill Cursi, executive director of the Miss Kentucky
Pageant.
During the pageant, talent will account for 50 percent of each eantestant's score. An interview, swimsuit
and evening gown competition will
determine the remaining 50 percent.
Tickets for the pageant are $3 for
adults. $2 for children and $2 for Murray State students.
Tickets may be purcha. d at the Student Government Association office or
in the University Center.

WASHINGTON ( AP) — Vietnam
veterans, tobacco farmers and supporters of water projects are expected
to be among the losers in a $10 billion
round of new budget cut proposals to be
announced next week by the Reagan
adirunistration.
Part of the cuts were revealed at a
news conference Friday by President
Reagan when he announced plans to
save $1.3 billion over the next two years
by keeping the number of federal
employees 63,100 below the level planned by the previous administration.
"Millions of Americans today have
had to tighten their belts because of the
economic conditions, and it's time to
put Washington on a diet, too," Reagan
said.
The president plans to detail more
than $10 billion in additional budget
cuts Tuesday and it is those proposed
cuts, administration officials say,
which will affect the Veterans Administration, tobacco subsidies and
water projects.
An aide to Budget Director David A.
Stockman said the planned VA reductions include the closing of 91
psychological counseling centers for
Vietnam veterans for a savings of about
. ,
830 million a year.
Other proposed VA. cuts include
eliminating or delaying planned
hospital construction projects, reducing agency personnel and placing
tighter restrictions on the ability of GIs
to borrow on their life insurance
policies at low interest rates, said the

New Classes
'Added To
Mini-University
New classes have been added to the
curriculum of the Mini-University '81
program, scheduled on the Murray
State University campus March 21 and
28 and April 4, 18 and 25.
Among them are creative writing,
taught . by Dr. Jonquelyn Dike;
basketry, Linda Shepard; dance, Craig
Thurman; consumer education, Dr.
Joan Maupin; peer and selfunderstanding, Dr. Richard Hazier;
and geology, Dr. Earnest Kastning.
Favorites retained from past years
include German, Helga Keller; biology,
Dr. Don Johnson; cooking, Sally
DuFord with Leonel Zuniga in charge of
sessions; weaving and spinning, Sally
Guy; aerobic fitness, Dr. Gerald Budder with Jackie Mounts, assistant
women's basketball coach, helping with
activities; drama, Richard Valentine;
and astronomy, Dr. Bill Burnley.
Sessions will convene from 9 a.m. to
11 on each Saturday except when field
trips are planned by individual classes.
Reminders will be taken to the Murray
Middle and Calloway East, North and
Southwest Schools each week to prompt
children to attend and to cue parents
about the activities.
Buses provided by the school boards
will transport students for short field
trips. Murray State vehicles will be used for longer distances. Parents bringing
children are reminded to
deliver them to Wells Hall by 9 a.m. and
to pick them up at 11.

Federal Program Provides Education, Work
"It's a unique way of helping students
who didn't make itin School the tradi1 tion way."
"Several students are quite capable.
This gives them a chance to see
themselves as successful, which is
something they haven't had."
The CETA Out-Of-School Program,
as described by job coordinator Dan
Walker and counselor Nikki Blanchard,
provides city and county persons ages
16-21 a chance to complete their high
school equivalency degree while obtaining employment skills in public, not
private, businesses.
After completion of the six-month
program and G.E.D. instruction,
Walker and Blanchard, both certified
teachers, assist the participants in finding permanent employment.
Several already have been placed in
jobs.
"Part of the program is selfdiscovery," Blanchard said. "Some
students have not yet realized what
they can do."
The federally-funded program to the
Calloway County School System
employs students on 40-hour weeks for
six months. Students are at their job

site 34 hours per week, receive five
hours of G.E.D. instruction at the Murray State University Adult Learning
Center, under the direction of Chuck
Guthrie, and are counseled one hour.
The counseling is geared to assist
each participant in sharpening employment skills such as communicating effectively with employers, becoming job
responsible, becoming dependable and
learning various techniques relating to
securing employment.
"They do have freedom but they have
to stay on top of it," Walker said.
"It's not a handout. They are
observed and they are required," Blanchard said. They have to prove
themselves. It is a 40-hour workweek."
She added that either she or Walker
visit each participant and his employer
at least once a week at the job site.
Blanchard and Walker said they try
to keep their relationships with the participants "business-like."
Job descriptions are changed every
eight weeks. Changes are made so participants will have an opportunity to experience various skills and employment.
Some present job sites include

Calloway County High School,
Southwest Calloway Elementary,
Calloway County Bus Garage, MurrayCalloway County Senior Citizens, West
Kentucky Livestock and 'Exposition
Center, Calloway County Animal
Shelter, MSU Adult Learning Center,
Calloway County Middle, Comprehensive Care Center, MSU Physical Plant,
Murray-Calloway County Parks,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital,
MSU Dairy Farm and the MSU Athletic
Training Office.
Basic qualifications for each participant in the program are 16-21 years of
age, no high school diploma or G.E.D.,
no gainful employment, out of school at
least nine months, income qualified by
the Bureau of Manpower Services and
no pending court cases.
Another phase of the program is WT
on-the-job-training). This temporary
employment has half the participant's
salary paid through federal funds while
the employer pays the rest. The
employer then could hire the participant fulltime.
The Out-Of-School program was funded Oct. 1 and runs through Sept. 30. This
is the first year for the prograni.

being
The possibility of the gi
refunded is up in the air due to several
federal budget cut proposals by President Reagan.
"The more successful we are in placing students in the area and the more
successful we are in positive
placements could be positive in the program getting refunded," Walker said.
He added that to be refunded, they
"would have to bat about 80 percent" on
placements.
Not all participants will be placed in
jobs, however.
"We want to be careful in
placements," Blanchard said. "We
want to know that they are responsible."
"The need has to be thew with the
participant). Some may not be helped
because they don't want to help
themselves," Walker said.
"We'll level with anybody," he added, "but businesses ought to give them
a shot."
For more information about the OutOf-School program, contact Walker or
Blanchard, 2110 College Farm Road,
Murray,42071, 753-9378.
•
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aide, who asked not to be identified by
name.
In addition, Rep. Robert Edgar,
Pa., has said the administration wants
to end a $63 million education and job
training program for disadvantaged
Vietnam veterans, prevent expansion
of a vocational rehabilitation program
and limit salary increases for doctors
and dentists.
The Stockman aide declined to give

the extent of the new cuts being planned
for the Army Corps of Engineers' $1.8
billion water development program,
which was scheduled for a reduction of
$90 million in the first round of cuts
listed last month.
Stockman has been quoted by The
Los Angeles Times as saying water projects on the West Coast would be'
spared, as would be the TennesseeTombigbee Waterway in Alabama and
Mississippi.

Art Teachers Alarmed
Over Cultural Cuts
Art educators such as Or. William
Parsons, dean of the College of Creative
Expression at Murray State University,
are alarmed at Reagan administration
proposals to reduce funding for cultural
programs.
If Congress approves a proposal to
reduce spending by 50 percent to the
National Endowment for the Arts and
the National Endowment for the
Humanities and by 25 percent for the
Corporation for Public Broadcasting,
many cultural opportunities will be
lost, according to Parsons.
. "I tell my students to picture a room
without the paintings, stereo, a ceramic
plant holder, and posters — things we
take for granted.
,
it's a pretty dull and
lifeless scene," he said.
At Murray State, proposed cuts in
federal spending for the arts may mean
no visiting performers or showing of
traveling exhibits in the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery. And many Public Broadcasting System programs aired on
campus radio station WKMS-FM would
be ended, he said.
According to published reports, the
Reagan administration believes the
arts should receive more private funding. But Parsons believes the arts are
vital and deserve public monies.
"Without the arts; we are merely existing rather than living," he said.
Parsons pointed to a growing demand
and awareness of cultural arts programs in the United States in the past 25
years as a reason for continued financial support.
"Americans are just beginning to
understand why the Germans wanted to
rebuild their theatres first following
World War II," he said.
The number of professional resident
dance companies has grown from 10 to

UK Coach To Be
Featured Speaker
At KWW Meeting
University of Kentucky head basketball coach Joe B. Hall will be the
featured speaker at the 1981 annual
meeting of the Kentucky Western
Waterland April Oat the Kentucky Dam
Village Convention Center.
Dinner and a special program are
planned for the meeting.
"We also plan to auction one or two
autographed basketballs," Nita Ewing,
executive secretary. said. "Western
Kentucky is Wildcat country and with
the team in the top 10, bidding should be
fast and furftius."
The KWW Member of the Year will be
honored at the meeting. This award is
given annually to one member for
outstanding contributions, usually in
the form of physical assistance or
ideas. Last year's winner was Max
Hurt of Kirksey.

70, while professional resident theatres
have quadrupled, according to Parsons.
Community art councils began with
less than 200 chapters, but are now
located in more than 1,800 cities, he
said.
Parsons noted that the arts are important to efforts - to attract new industry. Before a firm locates in a new
town, representatives include questions
about the local arts in their inquiries, he
added.
Parsons, who came to Murray State
in 1980 from the School of Fine Arts at
Radford, Va., said one of the things in
the communitythat impressed him was
the strong commitrnen('to the arts.
"Murray State was the only university in Kentucky to place the arts in a
sine administrative unit ( College of
Creative Expression) before 1970,— said
Parsons.
Parsons said the arts indirectly.
benefit business. Mei visitors are attracted to a town by a cultural event,
they also visit local restaurants, hotels
and service facilities.
Like many of his colleagues. ParsOns
said he was surprised to hear the President, a member of the Screen Actors
Guild and one who owes much of his
success to his acting career, propose
large cuts in spending for the arts.

MSU Enrollment
Stands At 7,453
For Spring
Enrollment for the spring semester
at Murray State University totals 7,453
students, according to Wilson Gantt,
dean of admissions.
The total includes 5,351 full-time
students and 2,102 parttime students.
Gantt said the enrollment represents
a 5.5 percent increase over the spring
semester in 1980.
Enrollment during the fall semester
was more than 8,000 students. Gantt explained that the number of students
always drops in the spring following
December graduations. And fewer
students traditionally enroll at midyear.
Gantt noted that the total number of
part-time graduate students is down by
id the drop was
150 from last y'S4es,
ar. He said
expected becau. state elementary and
secondary schoo . are not hiring as
many new teachers.
New elementary and secondary
teachers often seek graduate degrees
by attending college part-time, Gantt
said. He added that the number of fulltime graduates is up.
The enrollment figures were recently
submitted to the state Council on
Higher Education.

inside today
Murray State will be in the finals of the Ohio Valley Conference basketball tournament against Western Kentucky tonight in Bowling Green. See
how the Racers got there in today's sports section.

today's index
One Section —12 Pages
2
Aces
3
Business Page
10, 11
Classifieds
10
Comics
Crosswords
10
Deaths & Funerals
12
Dear Abby
2
Dr. Lamb
2
Fins& Feathers'
8,9
Horoscopes
2,5
Local Scene
2
Opinion Page
4
6,7,8
Sports

sunny
Partly sunny but cool today and
Sunday. -Partly cloudy tonight
Highs today in the mid to upper
40s. Lows tonight in the upper
Highs Sunday in the low to mid
40s. Winds will be northerly 10 to
15 miles an hour today and light
northerly tonight
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Community Happenings
Saturday • Marelt7
Square and round dancing
sill be held at 7 30 pm at the
14 midtown of the World Hall
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
Free and Accepted Masons is
scheduled to nieet at 7 p.m at
the lodge hall.

7
-

Prayer breakfast of the Full
Gospel Business
Men's
Fellowship will be at 8 a.m. at
the Triangle Inn.
People Without Partners
meeting will be at 6 p.m, at the
Lakeland Parrish Center.
Highway 68. Barbeque plus
potluck will be served followed by a W. C. Fields and
Charlie Chaplin film. All
singles are invited.

)

Roger Withrow Invitation
Rifle Match will be sponsored
by the Murray State Rifle
Team from 7 a.m. to 4 p.m. at
the Stewart Stadium Range.
This is an open National rifle
.association competition for
teams and individuals from
the southeastern United
States.
Murray State Racer
baseball team will meet the
University of Illinois at 2:30
p.m. at Reagan Field, Murray
State,

Saturday, March 7
Bake sale by Women's
Society of aiorttwde Independent Church will start 9 a.m.
in front of Otasco's in the Bel
Air Shopping Center.

Monday, March 9
Hazel and Douglas Centers
will be open from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. for activities by the
Senior Citizens with lunch at
Hazel at 11:45 a.m, and at
Douglas at 12 noon.

Sunday, March 8
Women of the First
Presbyterian Church will
meet at 2 p.m. at the church.

Front Porch Swing is
scheduled to practice at 7 p.m.
at the First Christian Church.
Community Chorus is
scheduled to rehearse at the
Calloway Public Library at
7:30 p.m.

Second day of Rifle Match,
Roger Withrow Invitational,
will be from lam.to 4 p.m. at
Stewart Stadium Range, Murray State
Baseball game between
Murray State and University
of Illinois will be at 2:30 p.m.,
at Reagan Field, Murray
State.

Reservations for the ladies
day luncheon for Wrdnesday
at the Murray Country Club
should be made by today by
calling Frances Hulse, 7535534, or Jerlene Sullivan, 7533526.

Monday,March 9
Penny Homemakers Club
will meet at 1 p.m. at the home
of Maudena Butterworth. Note
change in meeting date.

Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets.
Youth Prayer Breakfast will
be held at 7:30 a.m. at the
Fellowship Hall of the First
Baptist Church.

Russell's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at 1:30 p.m. at the home
A Toni 'Hopson with Edith
McKenzie as cohostess.

Euzelian Sunday School
Class of First Baptist Church
will meet at 12 noon at the
Fellowship Hall of the church.

Jackson Purchase Chapter
of the Kentucky Archaelogical
Association will meet at 7 p.m.
DevelopAn open horse show, spon- at Purchase Area
Highway 45 Norsored by the New Providence ment Office,
Riding Club, will start at 4:30 th, Mayfield.
p.m. at the West Kentucky
Dorothy Moore Circle of
livestock and Exposition
First Presbyterian Church
Center Admission will be $1.
Women will meet at 7:15 p.m.
at the home of Margaret
I I
Terhune,804 Olive Street.
PATIENT PATIENT
Calloway
County
Recently dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah, Democratic Executive Comwas Michael Watson of Mur- mittee will meet at 7 p.m. at
the Calloway Public Library.
ray.

Sigma Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the club house.
Mattie Bell Hays Circle of
First United
Methodist
Church Women will meet at
9:30 a.m, at the social hall of
the church.
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Need Line Board of Directors will meet at 12 noon at
PagliaCs.

THE ACES®

IRA G. CORN. JR.

-It may be those who do
most, dream most." -- Stephen Leacock
of
Stauber
Allen
Poughkeepsie. N.Y., and
Warren Rosner of Nanuet,
N.Y., won the prestigious
annual Blue Ribbon Pairs
Championship last fall. Winning the championship was
like a dream come true. In
15th place at the start of the
final round, the winners
stormed back with a big
game to win by an even 10
match points. Today's hand
helped them to their big
session.
North used a Jacoby
transfer to make South
declarer at a heart contract
and then raised to game at
his next turn.
West led the spade eight
and dummy's jack went to
East's queen and declarer's
ace. Declarer cashed his
two high hearts and then led
a club to dummy, West raising with his ace.
Another spade was
punched through dummy,
and East covered dummy's
nine to promote West's
spade six to a winner.
Declarer tried to reach
dummy via a club, but East
ruffed, cashed the diamond
ace and led a spade to
West's six. Another club
lead allowed East's last
trump to score and the
game went two down.
Rosner (West) confessed
that luck was almost as
important as plying well.
For examptf. the winners
defended well to get their
two trick set. However,
declarer lost his way.

Before his second high
spade was knocked out, he
should have led a high dia3-7-A
NORTH
•J 9 4
•K 10

6 3
.3
4» Kit 8
EAST
WEST
•Q10 3 2
•8 7 6
411 J 9 7 2
V-5
41A986
*J10742
•
J
6
2
A
9
•
SOUTH
•A K 5
VAQ
*K14 5
•Q 7 5 4 3
Vulnerable: Both Dealer
East. The bidding:
East
South West North
Pass
2 NT Pass 3•
Pass
3
Pass 4 V
Pass
Pass
Pass
Opening lead- Spade eight
mond to establish a diamond winner.
On this, one of dummy's
spades would go and the
defenders would score only
two aces and one trump
trick.
Bid with Coro
South holds 3-7-B
#J 94

V1(10864 3
3
4KISS
North
1•
I.

South
IV
^

ANSWER: Two hearts.
Rebid the six card suit in
hopes of finding the best partial or even a possible game.
Send bridge questions to The Aces
PG Box 12363, Dallas. Texas 75235
with self-addressed. stamped envelope
for reply

Join hosts Tennesee Ernie Ford and Della
Reese for this gospel extravaganza from
Oprylandi

'More of That Great
American Gospel Sound"
TONIGHT! During KET
Tele-Fund '81

21 Murray Mayfield
29 Paducah

70,, ad made dossit?le by

Tuesday, March ii
Tuesday, MaschIll
Calloway Middle School will
Second Tuesday musical
program featuring
Joy have Parent-Teacher ConThomas of Hazel will be at ferences from 3 to 6 p.m. No
7:30 p.m at the Murray Art appointment is necessary.
Guild.
Murray Girl Scout Core is
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of scheduled to meet at 10 a m at
the WOW will meet at 7 p.m. at the Girl Scout cabin
the home of Sara Alexander,
Singles Class of Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ will
Mary Rowlett Circle of meet at 7 p.m. at the church
Blood River Baptist Church
will meet at 7 p.in, at the home
of Mrs. Reldon Norsworthy.
Murray TOPS take off

Tuesday, March 10
Groups of First Christian
Church CWF will meet as
follows. I at home of Mrs.
Fred Wells at 10 a.m. with program by Mrs. James C. Hart;
III at home if Mrs. Steve
Shaw at 7:10 p.m with program by Mrs. Helen Campbell

Your Individual
Horoscope
'nieces Drake

FOR MONDAY,MARCH 9, 1961
What Wad of day will tomor- careless about keeping an aprow be? To find oat what the pointment. You're easily
elan say, read the forecast distracted on the job.
given for your Mrth Sign.
CAPRICORN
iDec. 22 toJan. 19) Vi4C
Don't mix business with
ARIES
pleasure. Spending money in
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 191
Murray Star Chapter No
Try to cut down on ex. an effort to impress others is
433 Order of the Eastern Star perises. Watch arguments the wrong approach. Avoid exwill meet at 7:30 p.m. at the about bills. Financial affairs travagant displays
lodge hall.
are likely to be complicated AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
now. Safeguard possessions.
pounds sensibly) Club will
Household expenses could
TAURUS
Homemakers Clubs will meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Ruth Warren Group of Sinkmount up now. Plans for
(APr.
20
ta
MaY20)
meet as follows: Countryside
ing Spring Baptist Church will
Center.
It may be difficult to concen- travel are subject to change.
with Faye Ward; New Promeet at the home of Patsy trate now. Watch judgment Watch out for mix-ups in comvidence with Beth Falyzell at 1
Neale at 7 p.m.
regarding job-related deci- munication.
Parents Anonymous will
p.m.; Paris Road and Colsions. You're inclined to be a PISCES
meet at 6:30 p.m. For infordwater, places not announced.
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20
Group II of First Baptist bit careless.
mation call 753-5995 or 435The picture changes rapidly
Church WMS will meet at 2 GEMINI
4385.
f
fr regarding a business or
p.m. at the home of Mrs. Mina (May 21 toJune 20) ibli
Circles of the First United
transaction.
Be
Sidestep clandestine in- money
Waters.
Alcholics Anonymous will
Methodist Church Women will
volvements. Don't let a cautious. Realize that not
meet as follows: Alice Waters meet at 8 p.m. at the west end
romantic situation get you everything is what it seems to
and Maryleona Frost at 9:30 of the West Kentucky
Mothers Morning Out will be down. Your feelings are liable be.
a.m. and Faith Doran at 2 Livestock and Exposition at 9 a. m. at the First United to fluctuate now.
Center.
p.m
Methodist Church.
CANCER
(June 21 toJuly22)
You could over-extend
yourself socially. Cut down on
appointments. The problems
of others could interfere with
Progress.
LEO
The South Pleasant Grove
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
Career negotiations are Homemakers Club will meet
complicated. It will be hard to Wednesday, March 11, at 1:30
DEAR DR. LAMB - I have coronary artery disease can sudden death under these cir- get much accomplished. It's p.m. at the Calloway County
read a number of newspaper and have run marathons.
cumstances is reviewed in
not a favorable time for sign- Extension Office, 209 Maple
stories about joggers having
Also, a number of men with The Health Letter number 4Street, Murray.
ing Papers.
heart attacks and even known heart attacks have 2, Jogging, Exertion, Sudden
All members and interested
marathon runners having recovered and run marathons. Death, which I am sending VIRGO
persons are invited to attend,
heart attacks. In most If it is to be done at all, this is you. Others who want this (Aug.23 to Sept. 221
You're prone to ask too according to a club
instances the story tells you not something one should do issue can send 75 cents with a
that examination of these vic- on his.own but under a care- long, stamped, self-addressed many people for advice, with spokesman.
tims shows they had heart
fully supervised program.
Freda
Humphreys
envelope for it to me, in care the end result of becoming undisease. If these people had
of this newspaper, P.O. Box sure of yourself. Be careful of presented the major lesson on
It does point up how much 1551, Radio City Station, New excess expenditures.
heart disease, how could they
"Adjusting To Changing Life
run marathons? Do people work a diseased heart can do. York, NY 10019. It also LD3RA
Cycles- at the Feb. 10th
who have no heart disease at Heart disease is not always a includes some sensible guidemeeting held at the Annex of
all ever have a heart attack mandate for invalidism. lines for you to help you avoid (Sept. 23 to Oct.
You're inclined to be in- the Calloway County Library.
from doing too much exer- However, for each of these such a problem.
change
of
events
decisive. A
outstanding individuals there
tion?
She said "each family goes
I have seen a number of
I am a 22-year-old male, are others who have sufficient young, healthy men who have makes you uncertain as to through the years in its own
run five miles a day as well heart damage that they can- had heart attacks, even as where you stand. Don't take
particular way-in its own uniand do other exercises. I enjoy not do much physical exertion
young as you are. So it is wise others for granted.
que way."
being physically active but I at all, perhaps not even walk- to follow sensible guidelines.
The minor lesson on "Cleandon't want to drop dead of a ing down the hall of the cardi- By doing so I think the chanc- SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21
ac ward.
heart attack either.
ing Hard and Soft Floor Coveres of a young, healthy person
Interpersonal relationships
Now, the number of individDEAR READER - You
ings" was presented by
having a heart attack caused
have touched on the two uals who have died from exerby exertion are quite small are trying now. Despite much Carolyn Parks.
important points about tion who have no heart dis- and are far outweighed by the discussion, you may get bttle
Refreshments, furnished by
exercise and sudden death. It ease at all are few and not as benefits of a sensible exercise accomplished in the way of
Delpha Taylor, were served to
is absolutely true that individ- easily found. The question of
agreement.
program.
uals with relatively advanersd sudden excess exertion and
Isvglyief‘t Clovis Jones, Elk.4 Orr, SherDEAR DR. LAMB - Is it SAGITTARIUS
rie Paschall, and Irtilda Orr,
harmful to take a pill to dis- (Nov.22toDec.21) "
solve cellulite? Is it all right
A friend may renege on a members, Mrs. Jean Cloar,
to be on a diet and also take a promise, or you may be and Dustin Parks, visitors.
pill to get rid of cellulite'
DEAR READER - The
cellulite story is a good example of how successful promotion can be. What has been
•P
eal
promoted as cellulite is just
fat. Research studies have
been done taking samples of
the fat from the thigh areas
that appear in bumps and
By Abigail Van Buren
lumps. These have been studied by competent pathologists
Boneless or Fiddlers
under a microscope and they
are exactly the same fat as
found elsewhere in the body.
The reason the fat appears
DEAR ABBY: Every time I read a letter in your column
in lumps and bumps is
Served With Cole Slaw, French
because fat is stored in fat
about a man who thinks he's all washed up sexually
cells. In women these fat cells
because he's impotent, my blood boils! These men are
Fries, or Baked Potatoes
are primarily located over the
convinced that no woman would want them. Are they
Hushpuppies
thighs, hips and bust area. The
merely ignorant, or are they just using that as an excuse to
uneven distribution of such
mask the real reasons?
cells loaded with fat cause the
Such men are male chauvinists who see sexual satislumpy appearance.
faction only in traditional male terms, and if they aren't
How do you treat lumpy fat
able to deliver that way, they don't want to play! How naive
on the thighs and hips? The
and uninformed!
e.
• •••
same way you treat fat stores
Your column is filled with letters from women who
elsewhere, by eliminating
complain that they are married to cold sex machines who
•
body fat stores through sensi309 N. 16th Ph. 759-4477
don't know the first thing about how satisfying warm hugs
.C•
ble diets and exercise. Pills
and tender caresses can be.
are usually not a sensible sub4,71.
Our libraries and bookstores are full of excellent sex
stitution for a healthy proeT14 iF.CY1
manuals detailing the various ways men and woman can
gram for weight control.
please and satisfy each other without going in for exhausting intercourse marathons. In these enlightened
tinf everyone should know that impotent men can be
w derful lovers!
For a man to satisfy a woman, he need only cast off his
prudishness and inhibitions, forget all the stereotyped
nonsense he heard from other men about what women
really want, and show some imagination and sense of
adventure. He will be amazed at how much mutual
enjoyment can be achieved.
For heaven's sake, who knows better than the woman
herself what it takes to satisfy her? Just ask her to be
honest. And when she tells you - believe her! Sign me...
BLISSFUL IN BALTIMORE
DEAR BLISSFUL: You have said well what many
people need to know.
DEAR ABBY: How does a respectable man keep from
falling in love with his neighbor's wife?
FALLING IN SPRINGFIELD, OHIO
DEAR FALLING: He keeps a "respectable" distance from her.
DEAR ABBY: A man lam dating is old-fashioned. We are
now making the same amount of money, so I say when we
go out, I should go 50-50 in sharing the cost. He says it's OK
for him to go to my place for dinner, but when it comes to
paying money for a meal or entertainment, his pride would
be hurt if I didn't let him treat me.
There have been times - just before payday, when I know
he's short- that I have offered to treat him, but he says, no,
if he can't pay, we don't go. I He won't even let me lend him
the money.)
Abby, what's wrong with' a woman paying her own way,
or even treating a man if he's short'?
A bird can sit on a naked electric
Watch for electric wires.BeextremeEQUAL RIGHTS
wire without harm. Because it is touch- ly careful when working with TV antenDEAR EQUAL: Nothing. I'm all for it.
ing only the wire, nothing else.
nas, moving ladders, and carrying long
DEAR ABBY: When my mother-in-law, who lives in
Oregon, heard that we were expecting our fourth child in six
But if you touch the very same wire objects like metal pipes.
years, she wrote, "What on earth is wrong with you crazy
while standing on the ground, on a metal
Look up and look out. Never touch
kids? How do you expect to support the family you are going
ladder, or on the roof...zap! You would an electrical wire with your hand, your
in for?" We told her we plan to have six children.
get a terrible electrical shock. Maybe body, or anything else.
Abby, we have never asked her (or anybody else) for
enough to seriously hurt you. Maybe
financial support, and her attitude hugs me.
A bird can get away with it. You
Should I ignore her question, or write hack and give her a
enough to kill you.
can't.
piece of my mind?
MAD IN MISSOURI
DEAR MAD: Giving your mother-in-law a piece of
your mind will bring no peace to yours. Ignore her
uncalled-for remarks.
Do you have questions about sex, love, drugs and
the pain of growing up? Get Abby's new booklet:
"What Every Teen-ager Ought to Know." Send $2
and a long, stamped (2f4 cents), self-addressed envelope to: Abby. Teen Booklet, 132 Lasky Drive,
401 Olive— 753-5312
Beverly Hills. Calif. 90212,
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Mutray Business News Weft
Good Record Keeping Can
Save Paying Extra Taxes
First in a series
of the articles
Tax people have this advice: the secret to avoid paying extra taxes is good record
keeping. And their advice is
sharpen your pencil when you
travel, and never leave home
without one.
A complete record of travel
arid entertainment expenses
will help you recall deductible
costs and properly claim
deductions, according to the
Kentucky Society of CPAs.
Keeping a diary — a small
notebook — in your car will
help you keep track of
business travel expenses for
gas, tolls, and parking.
(Remember, too, that records
need not be written. They can
be tape recorded. A diary,oral
or written, serves two purposes, according to CPAs. It's
proof of expenditure and a
reminder of what you did during the year, so you will not
overlook legitimate deductions.
A case in point: Mary
Williams, midwest owner of a
Stationery store, drove daily
two miles out of her way to a
bank to pick up change she
needed to do business. After
closing the store, she again
drove the two miles to deposit
her receipts. She put ten cents
in the parking meter each
time she went to the bank. In a
single year, these short trips
added 1,000 miles to her car,
cost $78 in gas, and $50 for
parking.
This travel is deductible, but
without detailed records of her
mileage, gas, or parking
meter fees Mary would have
difficulty claiming a deduction on her federal income tax
return. Had she recorded the
expenses each day, or at the
end of each week, instead of
all at once at the year end, her
record would have been more
credible to the IRS.
When a car is used solely for
purposes, the
business
operating expenses, such as
repairs, insurance, garage
rent, and depreciation are
deductible. If the car is also
used for personal use,
operating costs and depreciation must be divided between
personal and business use.
(Lease payments may be
deducted to the extent that the
car is used for business. 1 If
you do not compute the actual
cost of running your car for
business use, claim the standard mileage rate, which increased this year to twenty

cents a mile for the first 15,000
miles and eleven cents a mile
for additional mileage or for
fully depreciated cars. If you
alternate using more than one
car for work, you can use the
standard mileage rate for
each car, CPAs say.
Whether you calculate
operating expenses and
depreciation or use the standard mileage rate, accurate
records are essential to support your deduction claims.
CPAs suggest that you keep a
diary in the glove compartment of each car used for
business and record the
odometer readings at the
beginning and end of the year.
Also be sure to keep track of
when you drove on a business
trip, where you went and how
many miles were covered in
each trip. You do not need to
keep receipts if you take the
standard mileage allowance,
only if you are calculating
your actual operating expenses. You may alternate
between the two methods —
use the standard mileage rate
one year, operating expenses
the next. Ask your tax advisor
how any depreciation regulations affect this.(Parking fees
and tolls are separately
deductible, whichever method
you use. I
To keep track of your travel
and entertainment expenses,
label diary columns "date,"
"item," "place," "amount"
and "business purposes/relationship." This gives you an
organization plan to use when
making your entries. Make
one diary entry each day for
such incidental expenses as
tips or phone calls, rather than
record each expense separately.
In addition to your notes,
keep receipts for all lodging
costs while traveling, and any
other expenses of $25 or more.
(If receipts for taxi fares are
unavailable, a diary entry will
serve as proof of the expense.)
File credit card slips and
other receipts in files or
envelopes, either by category
or in chronological.order. A
pocket diary allows you to file
the papers in the same location as your notations about
the expense. CPAs suggest
that when you pay by check,
you note the check number on
the bill or receipt. When your
cancelled check is returned to
you, file it with the corresponding bill or receipt. A cancelled check by itself won't support a business expenditure.

Danny M. Dunn's
Electric
licensed For
Commercial & Residential

Call 436-2372
Murray Ky.

Deduct domestic business
travel expenses such as meals
and lodging ( both en route and
at your destination); air, rail
and bus fares; the cost of
transporting sample cases or
display materials, and cleaning and laundry costs. For
each trip, record the amount
of all expenditures, dates of
departure and return, and
your destination. Also make a
note of the business benefit
derived or expected from the
travel.
When you travel outside the
country, deduct all of your
travelling expenses if the trip
is one week or less or you
spend less than one-quarter of
the tune on non-business activities. Should your trip last
longer than one week and you
spend more than one-fourth of
your time on personal activities, you can generally
deduct only living expenses
for business days. For example, if you conduct business for
10 days of your trip to France
and spend five days visiting
friends, you may deduct twothirds of your round-trip air
fare. You could also claim
lodging, meals and ground
transportation expenses incurred during the 10 business
days, but no living expenses
for the other five days.
The portion of expenses incurred by your spouse when
he or she accompanies you on
a business trip is not deductible unless your spouse served
a real business purpose on the
trip, which doesn't include
taking notes or accompanying
you to social functions. Even if
the additional costs for a
spouse can't be deducted; you
may claim your own expenses. For example, you and
your spouse stay in a hotel five
nights. The single room rate is
$50 and the double room rate is
$75. You can deduct five nights
at a single room rate, or $250.
You have more leeway when
your spouse joins you for dinner with a client. You can
claim a deduction for the cost
of the meal for your spouse
and the client's spouse, too.
Record how much money
you spent, the name and address of the restaurant or
wherever the entertainment
took place and the date. Note
the name, title and business of
each person entertained as
well as the business activity
that took place. (It's a good
idea to write this information
on the back of any credit card
receipts as a reminder.)
When you buy season tickets
to the ball games, for example, treat each ticket as a
separate expense, noting
when and with whom- each
ticket was used, and the
business purpose.
You may deduct the
business portion of your dues
and fees for a golf or country
club, CPAs say but only if
more than 50 percent of your
use of the club is business
related.

Chinese Restaurant
Opens In Holiday Inn

OPENS CHINESE RESTAURANT — City Councilman Dr. C.C. Lowry (with scissors) cuts
the ribbon to officially open Pekings Chinese Restaurant, located in the Murray
Holiday Inn. The ceremony took place during the grand opening Sunday night. The
restaurant features a wide variety of Chinese foods, cooked by Johnny Ho (left), a
native of China.

BIRP Attempts To Fight Litter
Kentucky beer distributors
and soft drink bottlers are
BIRPing their way to what
they describe as an effective
anti-litter program designed
as a free enterprise alternative to proposed mandatory
deposit legislation.
Beverage Industry Recycl-

ing Program uBIRPu is their
answer to attempts by state
legislators and others to impose a five- or 10-cent fee on
each'non-returnable soft drink
or beer container. Approximately 15 recycling centers
are operating under B1RP's
auspices, with twice that

WALNUT PLAZA
Offering

•Prime Office Space Built To Your Specs.
*Space Available 30-45 Days After Leasing
04,000 Sq. Ft. of Space Available
*Free Janitorial Service, Paid Utilities
*Elevator Service & Sprinkler Systems
•Plenty Of Parking Available
*Conveniently Located Near Banks L Court House

Call For More Information
753-4682,753-5810,753-8302,753-9621

datory legislation. Secondly',
we want Kentucky to be 'clean
and green.—
BIRP expects to recycle $5
million to $7 million back to
Kentuckians' pockets yearly.
Aluminum cans are the biggest income producers now,
but other recyclable
materials, such as glass, are
expected to become more profitable as new markets are
found for these items, BIRP
backers said.

at

FAITH APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
2205 Coldwater Rd.

Sunday, March 8th

K CAR WINNER — Mildred Nall (center) won a Chrysler K Car in the K Days-K Car
Sweepstakes Second Chance Drawing held in October. The contest was jointly sponsored by Chrysler and the KMart Corp. With Nall are Chuck Scuffett (left), owner of
Murray Datsun-Chrysler, and John Clark, manager of the Murray K-Mart,

1000 asit

Sunday School
1 Worship
Bro. Clark

11:00a.m.
7.00 p.m

COME WORSHIP
; WITH US

Manuel J. Tharp
—Pastor—

Alr-JOr
Preaching& Singing
Bv Rev leeburn
Clark and Family

Moodys Partner-Owners
CASH BACK
Boyd-Majors Real Estate.
105 N. 12th St., has announced

1», addition at Reuben anti
Nudra Moody......a.s. partner-

Dan McNutt Named
MFA Insurance Agent
Dan McNutt, a Murray
aative, has assumed a position
as an MFA insurance agent in
Murray.
McNutt, the son of the late
Nuel and Zella McNutt, is
iiiiirried to the former Frankie
Erwin. She is the daughter of
I aala Erwin and the late Stark
I.:rwin. The McNutts are the
liarents of two sons — Greg, a
sophumore at Murray State
University. and Brad, a
IOW at Murray High
Schoul.
Dan McNutt
MeNutt, who recently 1110%
to Murray from Union City, boatol.%ncr,.
Tema , where he was conunet 1,11
employed with a general in- satanic... agency, is a graduate
See or Call
of Murray High and Ntufray
Ed_West
State. Ile has attended the
MFA Fun4laineutals of PerAt Parker Ford
' ,anal Insuranre School in ColNew or Used
ombia. Mo.
Cars or Truclj,s
His office is located at 522
West Main St. in the National
ao
Hotel building. The phone is
Dollars Aimed
753-0445.
H Yew
The MFA Agency offers a
bowl With Ed"
full line of insurance services.
04111a• 7S3-5271
farmowners,
including
Kama 7S3-3084
homeowners, automobile.
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number scheduled to open
later.
"We're not attempting to
hide one earthly thing," said
R. W. "Dub" Wilkins, who is
executive director of both
BIRP and the Kentucky Soft
Drink Association. "Our
primary goal is to defeat man-

Johnny Ho
three, four and five people
also are inclulled in the menu.
A weekday lunch special
menu,from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.,
consisting of either combination platters or a la cartes, is
offered at $2.95. The menus
vary Monday through Friday.
American foods also ara
served throughout the day.
A unique feature of the
restaurant is its no-fault insurance policy. If customers
dislike a dish they ordered, the
restaurant will keep changing
the food until the customer is
satisfied.
The restaurant is open
seven days a week. Breakfast
is served from 6 a.m. to 10:30,
lunch from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
and dinner from 4 p.m. to 10.
Take-out orders are
welcome. Master Charge,
Visa and American Express
cards are accepted.

SPECIAL
SERVICES

Reuben and Audra Moody

NOW LEASING.. .

Peking Restaurant, Murray's newest and only Chinese
restaurant, held its grand
opening Sunday night
Located in the Holiday Inn
on U.S. 641 South, Or C.0
Lowry cut the ribbon to open
the dining room About 60 people were guests of Johnny an;
Eva Ho, owners and head chef
of the restaurant.
The Boa, who left their
native China about 10 years
ago, have been cooking about
six years with the same
authentic Chinese recipes used in the restaurant.
The restaurant serves
several dishes including appetizers, soups, poultry,
seafood, beef, pork,
vegetables, teas, rice and
chef's specialities.
Complete dinners for two,

owners of the firm
The Moodys have been
associated with the company
since its opening in July 1973. .
Boyd, principle
John
broker, stated that the
Moodys' combined efforts
have gained them many
friends and clients. He added
that their expertise in real
estate, their knowledge of
Murray and its people and
their personal touch has made
them a very unique combination.
The Moodys also have contributed to the growth and success of the Mursay office,
Boyd said.
The Moodys reside at 1507
Chaucer Dr. along with their
daughter Sandra. Another
daughter, Susan Bowerman,
lives in Nashville and their
son. Stephen. in Columbia,
S.C.

from Lincoln-Mercury

10% Refund on 1981 Models as Follows:

$1724.00
$833.00
$699.00
$617.00

Mark VI 2 Dr
Cougar XR7 GS
Cougar 4 Dr. GS
Zepher.
4 Dr

Also
Cash Rebate on 1980 Models
As Follows

$1000.00

Luxury Cars

$700.00

Monarchs

$600.00
$600.00

Zepher
Capri

Sale Ends March 21st

Hatcher Auto515Sales
S. 12th Murray

753-4%1
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Bank of Murray
offer our

Congratulations
to
Johnny Ho
Mildred Nall
Reubin & Audra Moody
Dan McNutt
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FRANKFORT — Gov John Young
Brown Jr 'a. propensity for speaking
his non-political nund, or shooting from
the hip, so to speak, ma) doom his
political future successes and be the
primary reason to defeat the succession
amendment that will be on the ballot
this November.
, His talks with legislators last week in
Frankfort about a special session to increase taxes weren't the kind they
wanted to hear in a year when they are
rumung for re-election with a bonus
year added to their regular terms of
two and four years to satisfy the
legislative realignment program instituted a few years ago. The new
legislative arrangement changes the
election year for legislators from odd to
even years and provides for a short
organization session of the General
Assembly in odd years so new
legislators will have a year in committee meetings to familiarize themselves
with the process for legislative session
in even years. Half the Senate runs for
five years this time and the other half
runs for five years in 1983.
Brown insisted in the 1980 legislative
sessions that the sheriffs amendment
include permitting statewide constitutional officers, which includes the
governor, to succeed themselves. The
so-called sheriffs' amendment has been
defeated several times.
Brown must have had his eyes on running again. or how does one explain his
insistence on including the governor's
office in the amendment?
Brown, who said he would run
government as a business, spoke as
blunt to legislators that a tax increase
is necessary as a president of a corporation would to his directors. He left
no doubt about his thinking that a tax
increase is necessary.
Surely he wasn't thinking of politics,
or he would have remembered that
Gov. Louie B. Nunn was caught in a
similar financial squeeze in state
government and was successful in perDemocrat-controlled
suading
a
legislature into adding two cents to the
then three-cent sales tax.
Lt. Gov. Wendell Ford was successful
with his Democrat-controlled
legislature in repealing the five-cent

sales tax from prescription drugs_ This
he used to propel himself into the governor's chair
During his second legislative session
as governor, Ford got a Democratcontrolled legislature to repeal the fivecent tax from take-home groceries. He
rode this vehicle to the U.S. Senate by
tying the five-cent sales tax albatross
around the Republicans' necks.
Never mind that former Gov.
Lawrence W. Wetherby was in the State
Senate and understood the state's need
for more revenue when Nunn was
governor. In fact, Wetherby was the
strong captain who helped Nunn get the
votes for increasing the tax.
Brown started off to reduce state
operating costs by cutting the state
payroll. He has so far reduced the
number of jobs by about 4,000, but normal increments for employees and
Brown's high salaries for his appointees is costing the state more
payroll dollars than when he took over.
The continual statement he makes that
he has reduced the state payroll is a
euphemism saying he fired a bunch of
people but the payroll is higher than
ever.
Couple this with his big business lifestyle of flying here and yon in a two
million dollar state helicopter, and
making his wife Phyllis along on many
of these trips as "backup governor"
and you get a reaction from the
populace that isn't enhancing his
political image.
He indicated last week that he may
shelve some of his high spending ideas
in promoting foreign trade and maybe
some reduction in the tourism campaign which features his and Phyllis'
picture in all these ads.
Kentuckians figure they didn't elect
Phyllis to office, and that she has
neglected her expected duties of being
first lady of the state and presiding at
social affairs at the mansion and leaving the operation of government to John
Y. Jr.
Add to this his mistake of mentioning
a special session of the legislature to increase taxes just before a legislative
session, and you come up with an impetus to defeat the amendment permitting a governor to succeed himself.

Washington Today
Rule To Undo A Rule
An AP News Analysis
By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent
WASHINGTON API — In government, it takes a rule to undo a rule, and
thereby hangs a paradox.
President Reagan's drive to cut
federal rules he deems unnecessary
may run afoul of rules designed by people who share his goal.
, An analysis published by the
American Enterprise Institute holds
that measures intended to limit the
rule-making authority of the executivt
branch of government do not necessarily deter regulation.
-What they deter is change," writes
Antonin Scalia, an editor of Regulation
magazine.
Scalia. says that when such restrictions are imposed on an administration
prone to adopt new regulations, they
can slow the process. "But imposed on
an executive that is seeking to dissolve
the encrusted regulation of past
decades, they will impede the dissolution,- he warns.
Scalia, a visiting professor at the
Stanford Law School, advises rule
reformers to remember that the game
has changed now that Reagan and
others committed to erasing some of
the old rules are in power.
"Republicans, and deregulators in
general, seem to be delighting in the
prospect of legislation which will make
-change more difficult," he says.
''Those in the Congress seem
perversely unaware that the accursed
unelected officials' downtown are now
:heir unelected officials, presumably
seeking to move things in their desired
direction, and that every curtailment of
"desirable agency discretion obstructs
ieparture from a Democrat-produced,
pro-regulatory status quo."
He cites, for example, proposed
legislation to eliminate a traditional
legal rule under which the courts give
great weight to agency judgment on
regulations. Under the new administra-

Bible Thought
"HAM the lord as great delight in
burnt offerings and sacrifices, as in
obeying the voice of the lord? Behold, to obey is better than sacrifice,
and to hearken than the fat of rains"
I Samuel 15:22
Pie name ot the game is obedience
Anything less gets us into trouble with
ow Creator Ave you obedient to your
Heavenly father(

lion, he says, that could mean a
Reagan-appointed regulatory agency
would be unable to make its deregulation policies stand up in court.
So, too, he says, with procedural requirements that would convert
rulemaking into a process similar to
that of the courtroom, with hearings,
cross-examination and judicial review.
Scalia warns of similar problems as a
result of the legislative veto process,
which permits either house of Congress
to block a proposed regulatory change;
and with statutory requirements that
government regulators prove the
benefits exceed the cost.
Charles D. Ferris, outgoing chairman
of the Federal Communications Commission, has said Reagan's budgetcutting proposals could get in the way
of the administration's efforts at
deregulation. Ferris said cuts in the
FCC budget could cost that agency
some of the manpower it would need to
eliminate old
regulations the
Republicans want undone.
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WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible'''.
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
F,ditor, The Murray Ledger di
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky 42071

"TPme-ornow
Looking Back
10 Years Ago
Randall B. Patterson, executive vice
president of the Dees Bank of Hazel,
has been named Calloway County
Agricultural chairman of the Kentucky
Bankers Association by I. W. Dobbins,
Jr., president.
Girl Scout Week will be observed in
Murray and Calloway County this
week.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Kitty

Allen, 91.
Carolyn Wheeler has been appointed
as postmaster at Sedalia.
The Murray Civitan Club has set
March 27 as Pancake Day,according to
Ed Hendon, president of the club.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. James D. Francis, Jr., on
March 2 and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Green on March 3.
The marriage of Miss Nelda Robin-

son, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Kenwood
Robinson, and Jerry Underwood,son of
Mr. and Mrs. Hobert Underwood, was
solemnized Feb. 13 at the Church of
Christ, Puryear,

attend the annual convention of the
Kentucky Hospital Association to be
held March 20 at Lexington.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Dan Smith, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Waburn Wyatt, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Calvin Milby, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
John McGregor, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Lane Wallace.
Mt. and Mrs. Crawford Barnett announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Helen, to Gene Paul King, son of Mr.

and Mrs. Oury King.
Sook Huh of Seoul, Korea, spoke at
the meeting of the WSCS of the Hazel
Methodist Church. Ann Herron was in
charge of the program.

Murray High School beat rienton for
the championship of the Fourth District
High School Basketball Tournament.
High team scorers were Hale for Murray and Davis for Benton.

20 Years Ago
Donna Grogan, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Leon Grogan, is one of four 4-H
club members from the state of Kentucky chosen to attend the national 4-H
Club meeting to be held April 22 to 28 at
Washington.
Deaths reported include Kelly M.
Cromwell, 53, and Mrs. N. A. Waldrop,
69.
Bernard C. Harvey, administrator,
Lola James, office manager, and
Madelle Talent, medical records
librarian, all at Murray Hospital, will

30 Years Ago
The list of taxpayers who are delinquent in their taxes will be listed in an
advertisement on Monday,according to
the office of the Calloway County
Sheriff.
Jack Jones, representative of the
Kentucky Department of Revenue, will
be in Murray on March 12 to assist taxpayers in preparing their state income
tax returns.
The Interdenominational study book,
Near East Panorama by Gloria Winner, will be presented March 15 at the
College Presbyterian Church with

Rubye Smith to be in charge of the planning and presentation.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. James Ross on Feb. 22, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Earl Grogan on Feb. 24,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Stevenson
on Feb. 24, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Houston on Feb. 25.
Mrs. Orval Austin presented the program on -Easter" at the meeting of the
Cora Graves Circle of the College
Presbyterian Church held at the home
of Mrs. W. D. Aeschbacher.

40 Years Ago
Nine draftees left March 5 for
Louisville for induction in the Armed
Forces, according to officials of the
Local Draft Board. They were Wildy
Berry, Toy Williams, John Lynn
Mayor, Bedford Bailey, Orville Boyd,
Oliver Braxton Cook, Robert Edward
Coleman, Leon Caldwell, and William
Euel Rose.
Deaths reported this week include
Mrs. William Gregory, Ruby LeffDon
72, R. M.(Thol) Phillips, 68, James F.
Wilson, 71, and Mrs. Mary Sue Jones,
90.
The Murray State Teachers College
Debaters with Prof. A. C. La Follette as
coach took first place in one division,
reached the finals in another, and the
semi-finals in the third division of the
Mid South Debate Tournament held at
Union University, Jackson, Tenn., Feb.
28 to March 1. Debaters include Ray
Mofield, Rayburn Watkins, Wells
Lovett, William Allen, Adron Whipple,
and Billy Lipford.
The evening school on dark tobacci
offered as a free service by Murray
State Teachers College is rapidly growing and Prof. W. H. Brooks expects

more members with each meeting.
The Calloway County Singing Convention will meet March 16 at the North
Pleasant
Grove
Cumberland
Presbyterian Church, according to
Rudolph Howard, president of the convention.
Births reported this week include a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ed Henslee, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Orr, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Onus Roberts, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Milburn Hill, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Riley Dunn,a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Don Parker, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Aubrey Smith,
Dr. Susan B. Riley will lecture on
"Southern literature and Life" at the
meeting of the Murray Branch of the
American Association of University
Women to be held at the Murray
Woman's Club House. She is from
Peabody College, Nashville, Tenn.
George Baker of the Tennessee
Valley Authority spoke at the luncheon
of the Magazine Club held at the Murray Woman's Club House.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Baker and children,
Martha Jean and Joe Graves, have
returned home after spending six
weeks atSebring, Fla.

50 Years AgoE
Approximately 200 customers and
employees of Outland Brothers Loose
l,eaf Floor narrowly escaped death or
injury on March 3 when the old tobacco
warehouse which they were in suddenly
collasped without warning.
Deaths reported this week include
John D.McLeod, Mrs. Josie Cooper,
Bob Duncan, 79, and William S. Pritchett.
H. B. Arnold, official government
weather observer in Murray, has
reported the rainfall here for the month
of February at 3.96 inches. The total
rainfall since the first of the year it
listed at 4.75 inches.
An average of $3.74 was reported for
the sale of dark fired tobacco on the
Murray Market.
In a called meeting on Tuesday morn.
ing,the Calloway Fiscal Court a uthont
ed Sheriff Clint Drinkard to hold up the
sale of property for the state and county
taxes for another month.
pore than 150 Calloway rounty

veterans of the World War have filed
applications for the bonus loan under
the law recently enacted, according to
George S. Hart, commander of the
Calloway County Post of the American
Legion.
April 1 is the date set for the opening
of the new $250,000 library building
which is being erected on the east side
of the campus of Murray State
Teachers College.
Births reported this week include a
girl to Mr. and Ws. Oburn Henry on
Feb. 26 and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Hertle Craig on March 2.
J. H. Walston has been elected as
Smith-Hughes Agricultural Teacher of
Almo High School for the next year.
Clifton Thurman, son of the Rev. and
Mrs. J. H. Thurman,is serving as principal of the high school at Buchanan,
Tenn.
Chuck roast is listed at 10 cents per
pound in the ad for Shroat Bros. Meat
Market this week.

By The Associated Prete%
Today Is Saturday, March 7, the 66th
day of 1981. There are 299 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history :
On 1936, Germany violated the Treaty
of Versailles by occupying the
Rhineland.
On this date
In 1573, war between Turkey and
Venice was ended by the Peace of Constantinople.
In 1867, Alexander Graham Bell was
granted a patent for the first telephone
In 1926, the first successful trans
Atlantic radio-telephone conversation'
took place between New York and London.
In 1965, Alabama state troopers used
tear gas at Selma to break up an attempted civil rights march to Montgomery.
Ten years ago: The United States
sent 1,000 military planes over Laos and
Cambodia in an effort to cut communist
supply lines.
Five years ago: Morocco broke
diplomatic relations with Algeria
because of their dispute over former
Spanish Sahara.
One year ago: The biggest leap in
energy costs since 1974 sent the
wholesale price index surging at an annual pace of nearly 20 percent.
Today's birthday: Sportscaster Jim
Bouton is 42.
Thought for today. Our sweetest
songs are those which tell of saddest
thoughts — Percy Shelley, English poet
( 1792-1822).

Thoughts
In Season
By Keu Wolf
These words of the Catholic religious
counselor John Powell, from his book
Why Am I Afraid to Love (1%7) have
been around so long, that they have probably appeared on a poster or two.
Despite their age, they remain pertinent in their directness and simplicity:
Never build a wall until you know
what you are walling in — and
what you are walling out.

Echoes From The Past By Judy maupin

The Colleys
Pioneers Of Caldwell Co.
Today we are continuing with
Ernestine Bucy's account of her
research into the Colley family in the
West Kentucky area.
Charles Colley, born in Virginia and a
Revolutionary War veteran, died in
Lawrens County, South Carolina
September 5, 1818. His will named his
wife Harrietta, daughters Joice and
Sally Smith and sons James, John,
Spencer and Jackson.
Evidence indicates that this is the
John Colley who married Sarah Francis Holloway in Pittsylvania County,
Virginia in April, 1791. It is this John
Colley who was the patriarch of the Colley Family of Caldwell County, Ken:
lucky.
Whether John Colley was ever a resident of Kentucky is not clear from the
records, but he was present in Caldwell
County at the wedding of his sons
Karkin and John, and a daughter Elan.
Two of his younger sons, Elijah and
William, were born in Tennessee; and
John Colley may have stopped his
migration there and there may be other
children in Tennessee.
Larkin Colley 1 c. 1792), son of John,
was born in Virginia. On August 3, 1812
he married Rhoda Fulks in Caldwell
County, Kentucky. Upon his death in
1830 ( a record of his estate sale is in the
Benton, Kentucky courthouse), it appears that two of his children, Larkin
and Fannie, moved into the household
of William Colley, his brother, Other
children have not been traced.
Elan Colley, daughter of John, born
in Virginia ( c. 1794), married Obadiah
Fulks March 10, 1814, in Caldwell Coun
ty. No children of this marriage haw
been traced.
Holloway Colley, born in Virginia it
1797 (a firm date from a descendant).
married Gincy Holloway April 10, 1821
in Caldwell County. After the death of
his first wife, Holloway Colley married
Celia Donakey May 13, 1834. His
children as they are listed in the 1850
census of Caldwell County were: Silas.
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James J., Ginsey T., Brunetta, Celia J.,
Sarah G., Martha, Thoas M., and
Reuben. ( Reuben Colley is mentioned
in Dr. Milton Henry's book Land
Between The Rivers). A descendant of
Holloway Colley has added David-Holloway and Daniel Levi to the list of
his children.
John Colley, son of John Colley, born
in Virignia ( c. 1798), married Polly
Gregory in Caldwell County November
28, 1818. Not much is known of his
descendants. His widow Polly Colley
left a will dated July 30, 1846( now at the
Benton Courthouse) naming her grandson Jackson Nimrod Calhoun Bridges
as her beneficiary.
Samuel Colley, born in Virginia (c.
1799), married Lydia Holloway in
Caldwell County, March 16, 1822.
Records do not link Samuel as firmly to
John Colley as the others, but circumstantial evidence suggests that he
belongs to this family.
Elijah B. Colley, son of John, born in
Tennessee in 1806, married Polly Armstrong in Caldwell County June 25, 1E27.
The census of Caldwell County, 1850,
lists the following children; John,
Sallie, William E.G., Enoch A., Jenette,
AMariah L., and Mildred G.
William Colley, son of John, born in
Tennessee in 1808, married Isabel!
McNabb March 10, 1832. His children as
listed in the Caldwell County census of
1850 were; Ginsey E., James H., Mary
A. Elijah J., Celia L., Sarah E., Nancy
J., plus the children, presumably of
Larkin Colley, Fannie and Larkin. A
birth record after the census of 1850
adds a daughter Phoebe, born August
26 1 R54
Although it seems reasonable to suppose that there is a relationship
between the Caldwell County Colleys
and the earlier Colleys in Christian and
Livingston Counties, a link has not yet
been established. While it is a fact that
there is a James Colley (McCauley)in
Livinston County (18101, and an An
drew Jackson?)(
Colley in Christian
County 11799-1800) to conclude that they
are also sons of Charles Colley is not
.
possible at this time.
The problem lies in South Carolina.
When the Virginia Colleys entered the
northern counties of South Carolina
iLawrens, Fairfield, Chester, and
York), the Irish McColleys were
already there. In 1762, James McCauley, Andrew McCauley, and Alexander McCauley arrived in South
Carolina from Ireland — Irish Protestants looking for religious freedom
and land.
The destination was Boonesborough.
The Revolutionary War,no doubt, caused their recall to South Carolina and
subsequent military service. After the
war, free "bounty lands" may have
lured them ID Kentucky; "McCauley"
became "Colley" and the possibility exists that there are two Colley families in
Western Kentucky.
Research on the Colleys of Livingston
and Christian Counties will continue.
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Slated March 26-28

Over 250 Expected For Intercollegiate Rodeo
DONATIONS - Kent Karnes (left), sponsor of the
Murray High Hi-Y, receives a $30 check from Randy McMillen, external vice president of the Murray-Calloway
County Jaycees., to help cover the club's expenses at the
Kentucky Youth Association legislative session. The
Murray High club will send 20 members to the session.

More than 250 students from
Five events are scheduled
15 colleges in seven states are
for men. They are bareback
expected to compete in the
bronc riding, calf roping, bull
nine-event Murray State
riding, steer wrestling and
University Intercollegiate
saddle brute: riding. Three
Rodeo on the campus March
events for women are barrel
26,27, and 28.
racing, breakaway calf roping
Action will begin at 7:30
and goat typing. Team roping
p.m each date in the West
is an open event for either the
Kentucky Livestock Show and
mean or women
Exposition Center on College
' Participants are full-time
Farm Road,according to Clay
college students from the
Clements, adviser to the sponOzark Region of the National
soring Rodeo Club.
Intercollegiate Rodeo

Association I N1RA They will
earn points toward qualifying
for the College National Finals
in Bozeman, Mont., in June of
1981, where they will compete
against represerdauves of the
other nine NIRA àgions in the
country.
Murray State will have 20
men and 12 women in the competition. The women's team
from the campus finished seond in the Ozark Region in

1978-79 and attended the National Finals.
Murray State has the only
rodeo team located on a college campus in Kentucky and
has sent team members to the
National
Intercollegiate
Rodeo for several years.
The Murray State girls team
will be defending their lead in
the Ozark Region and the
men's team will be competing
to overtake the University of
Tennessee at Martin men's

team which narrowly aI,n
the first Intercollegiate Rodeo
of the 1980-81 season in
September at the University
of Missouri

EXpOS13.10a i enter or at the
door each evening. Prices are
$350 for adults, $2.50 for
students and 51.50 for children
ages 6-12. for Thursday's perThe spring rodeo will again formances, and $4.50 for
feature outstanding timed adults, $3.50 for students and
event stock and bucking stock 12.5Q for children ages 6-12 for
of the 77 Ranch Rodeo Com- the Fnday and Saturday performances.
pany of Caulfield, Mo
Deck Marshall, Marshall
Tickets for the rodeo are all Junction, Mu., is president of
general admission and may be the seven-year-old Rodeo Club
purchased in advance at the at Murray State

Your Individual
Horoscope

GET A
FIST
FULL OF
SAVINGS

Frames Drake
FOR SUNDAY,
MARCH 8, 1981

Photofinishing

What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
A close tie seems stubborn.
Meetings with friends are
mentally stimulating. Behindthe-scenes efforts work to
your advantage.
TAURUS
!Apr. 20 to May 201 eisftY0
Private talks prove fruitful.
Don't reveal the confidences
of others. Catch up on needed
rest. Save time for pet hobbies.
GEMINI
(May 21 toJune20)
It's a busy time socially.
Participate in community affairs. Listen to the ideas of a
friend about a business proposal.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22) 1811
(
2
)
Career interests are
highlighted. You'll receive
valuable advice now. Pacify
the feelings of a family
member who feels neglected.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22 I
Make vacation plans now.
Share your ideas with close
ties. Children are a source of
inspiration. Enjoy cultural activities fully.
VIRGO
Aug. 23 to Sept. 221
;
V1
Partners are willing to go
along with your ideas about
financial matters. Your hunch
about a domestic matter is accurate.
LIBRA
1Ln,
Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) The emphasis is on close
relationships. Attending a
movie together should be fun.
You'll find that overdoing
things could be tiring.
SCORPIO
( Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
Helping children with their
interests should be rewarding.
Work on creative projects is
also indicated. Your intuition
is keen now.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Hobbies and sports should
be included on your agenda.
Physical exercise will do you
good. Invite others over for
good times.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 191
Visits or talks with relatives
should be part of your day.
Farnily outings are favored.
The evening finds you in the
mood for privacy.
AQUARIUS
"Ate
iJan.20to Feb. 18)
Shopping trips are favored.
Make important phone calls.
Keep in touch with friends.
Evening favors a pleasant accent on social life.
PISCES
Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Buy yourself a nice gift, but
avoid arguments with close
ties about expenditures. Your
new career ideas are worth
acting upon.
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YOU BORN TODAY are
both idealistic and practical.
A born money-maker, you
have executive ability and
would do well in large enterprises. You work best when
motivated by an ideal and,
temperamentally, are more
inclined to the arts than to
business. Music, writing,
films and dancing are some of
the fields in which you'll find
happiness. You're a good
spokesman for a cause and
you'd make a good fundraiser. Your humanitarianism
also attracts you to education
and public service. Birthdate
of: Cyd Charisse, dancer;
Oliver Wendell Holmes,
jurist; and Jim Bouton,
baseball player.
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Smith Cans 15-Footer With Three Seconds left In Overtime To Beat MTSU, 62-60

Racers Take Comeback Story To OVC Tournament

By DAVID HIBBEITS
defeat Middle Teruirssee State Lamont I Sleetsi on his teams to turn hot in the first 10
and Bates answered just as
Sports Editor
in overtime, 62-60, the mysti- stoinach with his fifth foul.
minutes when mrsu grabbed Smith would later.
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. — que of these Racers
was
"I am happy most of all for a 72-17 lead.
In less than 10 minutes,
As many times as Murray brought before the heart
of the Jerry I am pleased that when
always believe that if 1 Bates took the ball and calmly
State has left the outcome of OVC world.
Lamont went out, we showed can hit my first jumper, it is turned around from 10 and 12
its games dangling until the
No longer can Murray State our courage."
gomg to be a long night for the feet to trim it to 42-38.
final nunutes this season, it keep those last second
wins as
Sleets' fifth foul, which he opposing team," SleeLs said.
It was with 7:50 left that he
carried
the
continuing well hidden in inure secluded drew on
a charge while driv- -The play that was the key for made the biggest play. After
story line a step farther last quarters as it did down at Tening inside with 4:27 left in the me getting open was our wing Green had driven in from one
night in its Ohio Valley Con- nessee Tech or in overtime
game, left the Racers with a man, usually Glen Green, set- side and had his shot fall out,
ference tournament opening when freshman Brian Stewart
void that he had been filling ting the pick for me.
Bates got position on the other
game.
did the trick on Austin Peas at with 27 points.
"My shot was on tonight."
side for the other tip and a 50When MSU guard senior Racer Arena.
But Smith was more than
Along
with
Sleets' reliable, 49 MSU lead.
Jerry Smith, after his
"I guess our kids are getting ready to assume the task.
steady outside shots,it was his
"I felt good; my legs were
resurgence in the last few accustomed to playing well in
With 1:26 left, he got posi- play toward the end of regula- not giving me any problems,"
games, found his moment by• stress situations," MSU coach
tion inside on the four-to-score tion that resurrected the Bates said about having more
hitting the game-winning shot Ron Greene said. -It was exoffense and took a pass from miracle of the Austin Peay mobility. "They have me comwith three seconds left to tremely stressful when I sass
the driving.falling Glen Green game.
ing off the bench for a purto give Murray a 60-58 lead.
When Perry stepped to the pose.
Before anyone could blink. free throw line with 16 seconds
•'1 was watching the game
MTSU quickly regained the tie left, all he had to cki was hit like I was already in there. My
on a driving layup by center one to put the game out of shot has been hitting pretty
Jerry Beck at the 1:14 mark.
reach for Murray.
good in pracice. I was ready
Poised for the countdown,
But after he missed,Stewart when they needed me."
Smith and Stewart worked the got the ball and got it to Sleets.
In the cases of Bates and
offense carefully until an MSU Sleets then took off toward the Smith and Sleets, all were
timeout was called with only goal as he had in his last se- desperately in the dire
10 seconds remaining.
cond drive against Western moments against last night.
"The play was the exact Kentucky at Racer Arena.
And again this year, they were
same one we used to tie Austin
The difference against Mid- in the right places at the right
Peas' in the 70-60 MSU win in dle was more time, so he tunes.
overtime this year) on the hesitated in the lane and pullThe Racers' heroics will be
alley oop to Kenney Ham- ed up unhurried for a seven- tested one last time in the OVC
monds," Smith explained. "It footer to bring the Racers when they face Western for
had me down low so I could back into a tie.
the championship tonight at 7
pop outside to get the ball.
-There was no need to
p.m.
"I was supposed to dribble hurry," he said, but I thought
"They are the only thing
and take a pullup shot or look I needed to get the ball down
that stands in our way,"Sleets
inside. When I saw Perry 5-10 as quickly as possible in a one- said about the game."We will
guard Pancakes' guarding on-one situation.
be very high. We have not
me, I thought I could shoot
"After Brian saw me and hit
really put it all together yet."
over him."
me with the ball, I just kept
With that confidence, Smith flying down the court. We did
MURRAY STATE 62. MTSU 410(OT 1
drove from outside the top of not have a set play; I just hap- Middle
Tend
Igm-a urn-. rb 4411 tp
the key, circled around Perry pened to be quicker on the C Harris
1-4
1-1 5 3 3
I. Halley
5-10
1-2 1 4 iI
and connected from 15 feet on play."
J Beek
6-11
2-4 II 3 14
the baseline.
The Racers were needing all E. Perry
6-10
2-3 5 2 14
R. Campbell
7-16
2-2 6 4 16
When the ball crept in the the quickness they could find
0-0
0-0 0 2 0
basket, the MSU bench last night as MTSU, with im- M. Frost
0-2
2-2 0 2 2
erupted once again, and peccably balanced scoring, Team Rebounds
TtY1ALS
25-53
20 2464
10-14
everybody was happy for got the ball inside to Beck and
Percentage
/7.2
71.4
Smith.
forward Lucius Halley while
• • •
Murray State
Igni-it Itm-a rb pi tp
"Jerry came through exact- Perry burned up the MSU
G Green
0-4
3-1 5 1 3
ly like he was supposed to," defense outside and guard
K. Hammonds
3-3
0-0 3 0 6
W. Davis
Sleets said. "He has had the Rick Campbell scored from
1-3
4-5 0 2 6
I,. Sleets
9-17 9-10 3 5 27
ability to do that all the time; medium range.
J. Smith
6-10
(1.0 3 3 12
he just did not know how to exOne of the most critical
B. Stewart .
0-0
5-0 1 2 0
13
0.0 3 2 2
ploit it."
stages for the Racers came in 1.Slaughter
M. Bates
3-6
0-0 2 1 6
While Smith finished the the second half when Middle Team Rebounds
4
game with 12 points by hitting had built its lead to 38-30 after
TtY1ALS
2346 1641 21 It 62
Percentages
641.11 01.2
six of 10 shots from the field, taking the early second half
Middle Tennessee
33 23 4-44
Sleets prevented Middle Ten- momentum.
Murray State
26 211 6-42
nessee from making the game
But Greene inserted center
Of wigs - Elton Eielden, Jerry Petro
a rout by; firing in 15-to-20 Michael Bates into the lineup, and Wayne Smith
footers in the first half.
His first two shots, coming
HITTING THREE BIG ONES — MSU center Michael Bates
from almost identical spots,
(40) breathed some life into the Racers with six key points
gave Murray an early' 4-2 lead
in the second half.
and paved the way for both
DENVER, Colo. — Fourth- him at the U.S. National Inseeded Mel Purcell of Murray door Championships in Memreached the semifinals of the phis last week, in today's
United Bank Tennis Classic semifinal.
with a 7-5, 6-3 win over Terry
Purcell and his partner Dick
Stockton also advanced to the
Moor Friday.
Purcell meets top-seeded semifinals in the doubles comGene Mayer, who defeated petition.
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Purcell Reaches Semis

HITTING AT WILL — MSU guard Lamont Sleets (10) bombed away at Middle Tennessee as he hit nine of 17 shots, seven of 10 in the first half, for a game-high 27 points
as the Racers won their opening OVC tournament game,62-60, in overtime last night.
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Staff Photos By David Hihbitts
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'For Sale' Sign Sign Has
Been Hung On Phillies

GUN GREEN(21)gets bumped as he tries to go inside against MTSll's Mike frost (14).
Green hit three of tour free throws and led Murray State with five rebounds

•

By HAL BOCK
AP SportliWriter
Psst ... Hey, buddy ... Over
here ... Wanna buy a baseball
team?
The "For Sale" sign has
been hung on the Philadelphia
Phillies, the game's reigning
champions, by owner Ruly
Carpenter, who says
baseball's free agent salaries
are forcing him out of the
business.
Calling the 1980 re-entry
draft "the final nail in the coffin," Carpenter said he
thought reason would return
to the free agent marketplace
this winter. Instead, a whole
new set of baseball capitalists
was created,led by Dave Winfield' $1.5 million per year
deal with the New York
Yankees.
And how much will the
Philadelphia franchise cost a
buyer?
"If he has to ask how much,
he can't afford it," explained
the Phillies' boss.
And while Carpenter was
announcing his family's intention to get out of the baseball
bidding business, free agent
catcher Carlton rtsk was in
San Diego, mulling over a
number of rich contract offers. Among them is a new Offer from his old team. the
Boston Red Sox, who, according to General Manager
Haywood Sullivan, would pay
"more than $2 million, plus incentive bonus clauses."
Sullivan said the decision is
up to Fisk. "Either he plays
here or he doesn't," he said

We're not going to get into a
bidding war."
That news should please
Carpenter.
George Steinbrenner, one of
the game's big spenders, arrived in the New York Yanket
camp but maintained Kb_
distance from slugger Reggie
Jackson, who was fined $5,000
for being two days late for spring training. Jackson is in the
final year of his contract and
had hoped to work out terms
for a new deal. But for the moment, he and Steinbrenner
aren't talking.
"There are no meetings
scheduled," said the Yankees
owner.
That seemed to suit
Jackson. "I take the man at
his word," Reggie said. "He

many
seasor
Canny
ball te
The
tend'r
of Ma
- the stz
squad
• Distri,
Mar

'vet

said he doesn't want to talk.
Let's leave it —dead."
--One owner who does want to
talk, though, is Ted Turner of
the Atlanta Braves.
Turner, who, unlike
:.'arpenter, isn't prepared to
pull out of the game quite yet,
admits he's "embarassed and
ashamed for myself and my
sport," for
squabbling
between management and the
players.
So Turner is offering his
cable TV network for a debate
between the two sides. There
were no immediate acceptances from Marvin Miller,
executive director of the
players association. or Ray
The electric heat pump is the most efficient heating
Grebey, director of management's player relations com- device you can buy today. It actually draws
energy ou
mittee.
of the air.

.01k)v
nark.
Jan
side sl
Count,
end
I.aker
power
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For home heating in the TVA area, the heat pump
Doctor Breathes Life Into produces
about two units of heat for every unit of energy
it uses. So it can cut your electric heating bill in half.
Sixers In 131-112 Win
By ALEX SACHA RE
AP Sports Writer
It took the Doctor to breathe
some life back into the
Philadelphia 76ers.
After a lopsided loss to
Chicago Wednesday night,
Philadelphia Coach Billy Cunningham had said the 76ers
"looked like a dead basketball
team." But Friday night,
Julius "Dr. -I"- Erving scored
26 points to lead nine
Philadelphia players in double
figures as the 76ers clobbered
the Denver Nuggets 131-112.
nIt was just the type of

And it's a machine for all seasons. In Summer it regame we needed," said Cunnverses its operation to keep you cool like a central air
ingham. "I had been concern•
ed with individual work, but conditioning system.
tonight there was a good team
See us for more information on the heat pump
effort and we got the job done.
We are going in the right the energy-making machine.
direction again."
That victory, combined with
the Indiana Pacers' 110-104
decision over the Boston
Celtics, gave Philadelphia a
one-game lead over Boston in
their battle for the Atlantic
Division title and the best
overall record in the National
Basketball Association,
Murray-Maytield
Philadelphia IR now 55-15,
Boston 54-16
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Lakers'Cry Is 'Wait Until Next Year'
After Battling Marshall In 72-58 Loss
By STEVE BECKER
Sports Writer
DRAFFENVILLE, Ky. —
"Wait 'til next year" used to
be the battle cry of those
perennial runners-up, the
Brooklyn Dodgers. But for
Calloway County, that slogan
is not an idle threat.
Despite being knocked out of
I
the Fourth District tournament by Marshall County, 7258. last night, the Lakers
displayed just how far they
have come since the doldrums
of last season's 8-18 record and
this season's forgettable 0-7
start.
Calloway scrapped with the
state's number-seven ranked
team the entire game, falling
behind by as much as 19 points
at times, but always clawing
back into contention.
Most impressive was the
relative narrowness of the
final margin. Marshall County
twice victimized Calloway by
wide margins during the
regular season. Losses of 86-57
and 67-51 earlier this year
show how far the Lakers have
conic.
With only 1:21 left in Friday
night's contest, the Lakers
trailed just 67-57. Marshall
County scored five uf the last
six points to account for the
final margin.
Foremost in the minds of
Lakers is the fact that this
year's squad graduates just
one senior (Marty McCuiston I. After its awful 0-7
start, this year's team went
10-9 the rest of the way.
•'We are not ashamed of our
effort," Calloway head coach
rhic Nute said. -We were both •
emotionally and physically
tired after last night's game.
"They are a fine ball club.
We have nothing to be sorry
for about the way that we
played them tonight."
Using the control offense

that has brought them much of
their late season success, the
Lakers grabbed a 14-13 lead
with 55 seconds left in the first
period.
Marshals Martin Clapp and
David Anderson tut a basket
apiece in the closing seconds
to give Marshall County a 1714 lead at the first stop.
Suffering its only weak span
of the game, the Lakers could
connect for gist rune points in
the second quarter. With their
outside guns blazing, the Marshals jumped into a 35-23 lead
at the half.
-We turned the ball over a
few times in the second
quarter," Nute said. "We
were holding the ball well, but
we were losing it before we
could get our best shot.
"Their press hurt us a little
bit. We weren't getting the
ball to the middle like we
should have been and they got
a few steals on us.
"We adjusted to it in the second half and it didn't bother
us anymore."
The Lakers continued to run
their possession offense with
success in the second half.
Several times Calloway held
the ball for a minute and a half
before finding a shot that it liked.
It was the racehorse pace
set by the Marshals that wore
down the Lakers. It often took
Marshall County just two
passes, and a 20-footer, to
equal what took Calloway two
minutes.
"They have got four people
who can get hot from the outside," Nute said."That makes
it impossible to concentrate on
any one man. We just tried to
get a hand in their faces and
play as tough a defense as we
could."
With
waving.
hands
Calloway did do a good job of
harassing their hosts. Unfor-

tunately, Marshall County
shot with the confidence that
comes from being state ranked, and playing on its home
floor.
The Marshals hit 32 of 60
field goals for 53.3 percent.
Calloway's average, 60 percent, was better than Marshall
County's, but the Lakers took
just 41 shots from the floor.
"They have a very tough
zone defense," Nute said."We
were doing a good job of working the ball. They just did as
good a job of defensing us."
After the cold second period,
Calloway battled their hosts to
a standstill for the remainder
of the contest. Marshall County outscored the Lakers by a
narrow 37-35 margin in the second half.
Four players took turna providing the scoring punch as
the Lakers hung tough. As
befits a veteran club, each
time one player lost the hot
hand, another came forward
to pick up the slack.
It was Keith Lovett who paced Calloway in the first and
fourth quarters. The
sophomore center hit a perfect
eight of eight from the floor en
route to 19 points.
Dhn Key, Marty McCuiston
and Brad Miller all took a turn
at handling the scoring in the
middle periods.
McCuistion ended his career
at Calloway by banging in 12
points. Key and Miller: added
10 apiece as Calloway finished
at 10-16 for the year.
Calloway Carty i 581 — Marty McColston 6 0-0 12, Dan Key 5 0-0 10, Keith
Lovett 8 3-6 19; Jeff Garrison 1 0-0 2,
Brad Miller 4 2-210, Bryan Tebbells00-0
0. Craig Darnell 1 2-4 4, Ricky Houston 0
0.00, Jeff Butterworth° 1-21 25 8-14 58.'
Marshall County 4721— Bruce Ford 4
0-0 8. Martin Clapp 8 4-7 20; Daniel
Lassiter 5 2-2 12, Matt lovelt 3 1-2 7.
Vince Doom 40-08: David tiffeerson 61-3
13, Todd Solomon 2 040 4..1004,- Ford 0000 326-1472.
Calloway County
14 9 15 20 -50
Marshall Count)
17 18 17 20 — 72

]111111.-

410110ampahm.
•
A 19-POINT FINISH by Calloway County forward Keith Lovett (45) was
not enough as the takers battled seventh-ranked Marshall County all the

Alit
lat
i
way before falling, 72-58, in the district tournament last night Lovett and
all but one Calloway County player return nest year.

Photos By Steve Becker
and Jennie Gordon

Captain D's

Calloway Girls Cannot Keep Up In 74-35 Loss

Marshall Manpower Too Much
By STE% E ItEt ER
Sports Hriter
DRAFFENVII.I.F. Ky.-Too much irianpoyter. at too
many positions,
led up to a
season-ending loleat or the
Calloway. County girls basket:ball team last night.
The Lakers could not contend with the scoring balance
of Marshall Counts, losirig to
the state's number-one ranked
squad, 74-35. in Fourth
District Tournament action.
Marshall County will meet
-- Murray tonight at 6:30 for the
district crown.
Lot by I.isa Jarrett's 19
.iiiLs, the Marshals put 11
..i.iyers in the scoring column
the way to ending
Calloway's season wibh a 6-15
!nark.
Jarrett used her deadly outside shooting to push Marshall
County into a 19-6 bulge at the
end of the first quarter. l'he
I.akers seemed in awe of their
irowerful laAts as they turned
the ball over on nearly every
trio up the loi ii n the initial

period.
'We did not play idle of mu
better ball games.- Calloway
coach David Elliott admitted.
-They are just such a tremendous team, and they put so
much pressure on you defensively that you can't do the
things you want...
Marshall County used a
fullcourt press, along mai an
airtight 2-3 zone. to viii tin Ily
seal off the Laker scoring'
game. It was the press that did
the most damage.
On nine occasions ill the first
half alone, Marshall County
was able to convert'Calloway
turnovers into easy layups. It
was those layups that allowed
the Marshals to take a 37-16
halftime advantage.
"We have worked on breaking the press all season,"
Elliott said. "But for some
reason it always seems to
bother us. We just don't seem
to set up properly to break it.
The pressure that they put on
had a lot to do with it."
The Lakers had little sue-

cess penetrating the zone
defense that Marshall County
also degloyed. Despite being
patient in its shot selection,
Calloway was forced to take
shots front farther than it
would have liked because of
the speed of the Marshal zotie.
"We were patient but they
were just so quick." Elliott
said."We tried to work for the
good shot but their zone was
collapsing too fast on whoever
had the ball."
The intense pressure was
directly responsible for the
cold Calloway shooting. The
Lakers could convert only 11
of 38 snots, for an ice-cold 29
percent, over the rigid Marshall County zone.
The Marshals, meanwhile,
were peppering the basket
with 56 floor shots. Making Z9
of them, the hosts ran up 51
percent from the field.
"When a team as good as
Marshall County plays such
good defense." Elliott said,
and shoots that well, it
makes it almost impossible to

beat them:"
The Marshals put the game
out of reach in the third
period. Taking advantage of
the timidness of the Calloway
attack, the hosts were able to
doubleteam successfully,
When the Calloway guards
threw the ball away, Marshall
was able to convert on several
transition baskets on the way
to padding its lead to 50-23 at
the quarter break.
"They rattled us," Elliott
said."We may have been a little bit afraid of them. We had
way too many turnovers. That
is what killed us."
Using mostly reserves, the
Marshals explodCd for 24
points in the fourth quarter to
stretch out the final margin.
The Lakers popped in 12
points in the final stanza, but
were unable to stop the potent
last break by the Marshall
County reserves.
-It has been a long year, we
are glad to see that it is itlet,"
Elliott admitted. "We have
had a lot of injuries, a lot of

things happen. One thing for
sure though, I don't think
there has been a time this year
that our girls have not played
their hardest.
"We feel that we have
prepared ourselves well for
next year. We hate to lose our"
two seniors Angie Futrell and
Jena Hokei but we have got
some talented players coming
back. I can see no reason why
we couldn't reverse our record
next year."
Rachel Lamb was the only
Laker to crack double figures,
popping in 10 points. Dana
Hoke added six points to the
Calloway total.
Calloway Omni i351 — Jena Hoke 01.
21: Dana Hoke 3 0-2 6; Rachel lamb 2 68 10: Angie Futrell 1 0-02. ladona Overby 2 0.4 4: Patty Doyle 0 7-2 2, Beth
Hooks 1 2-44: Donna Coles 0 2-2 2, MirM
Todd 20.04, Cindy Anderson 06-1 0 11
13-21 35.
Marshall County i 74 — Shawna Smith
2 2-2 6; 'Asa .1aerett 75-1 19: Mitzi Birdsong 1 1.33, laura Seay 4 1.20. Gas c
•
Heiklunem 3 0-0 6, Mary lee Snow
6; Secret Watkins 3 1-2 7: Julie Schap,
0-0 2: Tina Payne 2 4-8 8; h bc
Chambers 1 00 2. Kelly Crowell 2 2-3 8
2916-2074
Calloway County
Marshall county
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3 delicious fish fillets
)/
Golden brown trench tries
2 Southern style
hush puppies
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I Giant Fish Sanc!rirni7h I

,Platter $1.09...
1
With
each
Giant
Fish
Sandwich
!
.• toasted
2Platter
piecesyoubunofget:
fish fillet on a
III •• Crisp
Tartar french
sauce fries
.• Creamy cole slaw
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'Chipper 2for $2.991
▪ With each Chipper you get:
II • 2 pieces of fish fillet
. Creamy cole slaw
• Crisp trench fries
II • 2 Southern style
▪
hush puppies
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Captain D's
seafood & hamburgers
...like you like it!
MIMI TODD (22) AND BETH HOOKS'(25) find the going rough against Marshall County as the.Marshals ran off to a 74-35 district win Last
night
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Virginia Ready To Come Back In
Week After Numbing 85-62 Loss
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
The proud Virginia
Cavaliers have been
unceremoniously bounced out
of the Atlantic Coast Conference playoffs, but still
haven't stashed their basketballs for the season.
"We'll be ready to conic
back next week." Virginia's
Ralph Sampson said after his
fourthranked team suffered a
numbing 85-62 loss to No. 20
Mary land in the ACC
semifinals Friday night.
Sampson's reference, of
course, was to the NCAA
playoffs.
As regular-season ACC
champions. the Cavaliers
seem assured of a National
Collegiate Athletic Association tournament bid. But
they'll have to pias better than
they. did in Maryland against
the Terrapins.
'We rushed our shots and

Smith said Pepper'swinnwe gut into Maryland's game
uig shot hadn't been planned
instead of our game,- Swapthat way. "We %anted to get
son said. -I felt if we could
the first good shot that we
hang in there, we could coine
could or set up inside Mal
back. This time we didn't.
draw the foul," Smith said.
A key figure at center for
"We were not going for the
the Cavaliers this season, the
last shot."
7-foot-4 Sampson was cut
Louisiana State was upset in
down to size hy Maryland's
big man, Buck Williams. the Southeastern Conference
semifinals 68-60 by Georgia.
Williams outrebounded the
following Thursday night's
inure heralded placer 14-8 and
than
shockers when No ; Kentucky
scored one point more
and No.10•fensiessee lost.
Sampson. 11 to 10.
Dominique Wilkins hit a 10the Terrapins earned a
berth in tonight's ACC finals tooter to put Georgia-wht•ad to
against North Carolina. a 58-5; stay and ,anie back with a
victor over Wake Forest in the slam-dunk and two free
other semifinal game on Make throws in the final three
Pepper's jumper with nine minutes to lead the Bulldogs'
upset. Georgia, passing the
seconds left.
"You have to hand it to our SEC sennfinals for the first
team to be down like we time since 1940, faces
were." North Carolina Coach Mississippi in tonight's finals.
Dean Smith said of a 55-50 Ole Miss gained the championdeficit with 7:15 remaining. ship round, whipping Vander-You can call it fortunate, but bilt, conquerer of Kentucky,
71-51.
we made the breaks.•'

In the South% est Conieren,
semifinals. Texas beat us el
Arkansas ;6-73. The drainam
victory sent the Longhorns into tonight's finals againsi
Houston, a 73-53 winner mei
Texas Christie*
Also scoring an upset Friday night was Kansas. with -a
75-70 victory over regularseason champion MISSOUri I!I
the Big Eight semifinals. The
.lay hawk victory set up
tonight's finals against Kansas State, a 64-61 victor ussr
t'olorado.
In the Metro Conference
semifinals, 17th-ranked
Louisville beat Virginia Tech
81-68, and Cincinnati defeated
Florida State 58-57.
Syracuse beat Georgetown
67-53 and Villanova defeated
Providence 58-49 in the Big
East playoffs. Pitt beat Rhode
Island 74.45 and Duquesne
tripped West Virginia 55-50 in
the Eastern Eight semifinals.

Inn

73 Leaves Him Five Shots Back

Nicklaus Looks At Positive Side
just the hint of a breezu.
"Inn very disappointed.said Nicklaus. a recordsetting winner of the U.S.
Open and PGA last year. -It
was a day on which I gave up a
very good opportunity to put
the tournament away.
-From a share of the lead,
with nobody really close, with
nobody really making a run,1
had a very good shot at
finishing the tournament off.
And then to do what I did, well,
it's not very good."
With Nicklaus unsuccessfully fighting a suddenly balky
putter, the 41-year-old Ziegler
took sole command with a 4underpa r 68 that sent him into
the final two rounds with a 36hole total of 133 — 11 shots
under par on the 7,129-yard Inverrary Golf Club course.
"I can't remember the last
time I had two opening rounds

this good," said Ziegler, winner of three titles in 15 years
on the PGA Tour."Now I have
to see if I can go ahead and
win the tournament."
He had a two-shot lead on
Curtis Strange, a two-time
winner last year. Strange birdied all the par-5's on the way
to a 67 that put him at 135.
Tom Kite fired a steady,
nobogey round of 68 and was
tied at 137 with Torii Purtzer,
who closed up with a 66.
Nicklaus was next at 138
with Bob Murphy, Charles
Coody and Gil Morgan at 139.
Morgan shot a 67, Murphy 68
and Coody 72.
Johnny Miller, who won this
event last year when it was
known as the Jackie Gleason
lnverrary Classic, remained
in contention at 70-140.
Gleason no longer is
associated with the tourna-

Prices
Good
Thru
March 11,
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SPORTING GOODS
Olympic Plaza

Murray

ment.
-Actually. I played pretty
well for about 12 holes,"
Nicklaus said, "but I couldn't
get anything in the hole."
f-le missed two short birdie
putts, from about 3 and 8 feet.
"and I got a little hot at myself
and then I started hitting it
bad.
"I went to the practice tee
and, would you believe it, I
found four little things that
had crept into my swing. It
just tOok a little time to work it
out."
He three-putted twice, missed at least three other
relatively short putts and failed on at least three others
from about 15yet.
Ziegler made the turn one
under, hit short Irons close to
the cup and birdied the 11th
and 13th, then stretched it out
with a 20-footer on the 16th.

758-4492

Start Your Fishing Season
Off Right, With Buys Like
These From Uncle Lee's
Plactor
7060
Fishing Rod
$999

Zebco
700 "Hoss"
Reel
Reg $11.99 NOW

Reg. S12.99

NOW

Zebco
202
Reel
Reg. $2.99

Len's
Cane Pole

$225
NOW

Reg
SI 98

$100

New officers for the First District Tooloration of tho Kentucky League of Spartsioion ore loft to right, Paul Black
president, Robert Vincont olco-prosidont and David Walker socrotnry-troasorm.

New Officers
Elected
The First District Federation of the League of Kentucky
Sportsmen held a meeting
Monday March 2. New officers
elected were, Paul Black
president, Robert Vincent
vice-president, and David
Walker secretary-treasurer.
Al Blum was reelected as
director.
John Mechler, TVA
spokesman, said due to lack o
funds and budget cuts Camp
Energy has - been closed.
There had been several suggestions as what would be
done in the,future:One recommendation was to change it to
a Sportsman • Center, this
would enable clubs or other

organizations'to teach fishing
techniques or hunter safety
classes.
Mechler also said that
Taylor Bay has been closed
due to the sighting of two
eagles in the area. Taylor Bay
will be closed for at least one
or two weeks to see if the
eagles will 'nest, if so then it
may be June or July before it
is reopened.
The Department of Fish and
Wildlife reported that they are
beginning their third year of a
five year project working on
creating fish attractors in both
Kentucky and Barkley Lakes.
It was said that the program is
working real well.

Tackle builders often have
trouble finding one supply
house where they can order
ALL their needs for building
rods, spinners, plugs, soft
plastic lures, bucktails, jigs,
sinkers, wire rigs, and other
miscellaneous tackle.
One spot where they won't
have this problem is in the 60
pages of the 1981 Pfeiffer's
Tackle Crafter's catalog — the
mail order specialty house
that handii.s usirjr,Aackle
building items and prides
itself on its broad line of tackle
parts, quality products, fast
service and answers to all the
questions that you might have
on building a special rod or
fabricating a new type of lure.
The 2,800 items in the

Since 1966• 15 Years Of Dependable Service
Fully Insured For Your Protection
Finest Quality Workmanship
Buy Direct From Your
Of/ 4/4
lei_ 49
Local Contractor

6
4/

'

•••....
•--•

Id

Free

Photos by 111.y Borrow

Open March 14

by and see all the additions and improvements.

catalog include special tools
developed for rod building by
Boyd Pfeiffer, author of
TACKLE CRAFT ( the only
complete book on all types of
tackle building) and Gregory
Clem, general manager of
Tackle Crafters. These tools
include a rod wrapper, rod
finish curing device, burnishers, rod mitre boxes for
cutting blanks and special
rulers for aligning guides and
making decorative wraps for
a custom built look on any rod.
The catalog is available for
$1.00 ( which is refundable on
the first order of 810.00 or
morel from Pfeiffer's Tackle
Crafters, 14303 Robcaste
Road, Phoenix, Maryland
21131.

fitlipEials

Joke Mockler was at tke first district mooting froon
TVA is giro reports if preiects mod programs poles mu la
the TVA.

Lynne and Ray Meyers invites everyone to C01718

AL'S HOME IMPROVEMENT

•Coyer An Window it
Over Hang On
Brick Homes
Newer Paint Agam
•C.ompiete Remodeling
We Build Cubbards To Fit
•Roofing
•Storm Windows it Doors

Jorry

Sportsman's Marina

Tackle Builders
Catalog Available

I AL'S HOME IMPROVEMEN r

By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
LAUDERHILL Fla. A1')
— Jack Nicklaus surveyed his
position, five strokes back of
front-running Larry Ziegler,
and tried to put the most
positive face on things.
"Well:' said Nicklaus, "I
shoot 73 on a bluebird day and
--there's still only four guys in
front of me. 1 guess that's not
too bad.
-That's the optimistic view
of it."
But Nicklaus had to work
hard to find that viewpoint
after Friday's second round of
the 8300,000 American Motors
Inverrary Golf Classic.
From a share' of the
firstround lead, the game's
greatest player meekly dropped back with a 1-over-par effort in nearideal playing conditions: warm,sunny and with
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FOOD
GIANT
Open 7 Days A Week
8 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.
Hwy. 641 So.

Phone 753-8322
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LAKELAND OUTDOORS
Eagle: Not A Bird
For a fellow that knows the
meaning of a stump-broke and
hewmongus, it is almost too
much. The boondocks are no
longer safe. The world is
crazier than ever and nobody
is supposed to be able to do
anything right - and eureka!
Eagle. No sir, not a bird.
Well maybe a different kind of
bird. There were Hawks, and
Thunderbirds, and Falcons,
and Larks, and not to overlook
some genuine turkeys these
past years but now its an
Eagle. An honest to goodness
hybrid. It will test the faith of
a founvheeler.
To begin with - it looks like a
car. Now any founvheeler
raised right will tell you right
quick that's a no no. If it
doesn't favor something like
John Wayne would have rammed a rhinoceros with, or
resemble a means of motivation on one of those late night
war movies - well, it just can't
be good. This thing resembles
a plain old ordinary car that
some nut forgot to put the
right size springs on and it
came out sitting three inches
higher than normal. Just
about the right height to sit

down in without risking a dou
ble hernia or lockjaw of bump
ing the kneecaps.
Underneath there is ground
clearance enough to embarrass over half the normal fac
tory made four wheel drives.
One variety has a wheelbase
almost identical to the CJ7 and
the other is halfway between
there and a Chevrolet Blazer.
It can turn around in the middle of a mud puddle. Amazing.
The tires are sure enough fifteen inchers, but they are
sleepers. They look to have
about as much traction as a
goose with greased feet but
somehow they get the job
done. Mud, Snow, Ice,
whatever.
A four or six is to be had for
up front. The fourbanger
churns out a surprising
twenty-five miles per gallon
downright
is
which
unbelievable for a fulltime
four wheel drive. Yes sir
mister. A fulllime four wheel
drive that gets twenty-five
miles per gallon! Where was
the thinking caps when they
were a building these four and
five miles per gallon Arab
allies? The four banger is

right spunky around town in
the gears but needs the four in
the floor to do its thing. Fourth
is on the order of falling out of
a tree. If you're heading up
don't count on gaining speed,
and if you're going down its
some help. The sixbanger is a
big old lazy thing that doesn't
wind too tight but it's got torque on the order of a Mack
semi and things just happen
unbelievably smooth. While
not hardly as stingy as the
fourbanger, it gets right at
twenty miles per gallon and
that is with an automatic
transmission and full time
four wheel drive. The credit
card thinks it has died and
gone to heaven. These birds
have twenty-two gallon fuel
tanks and that translates into
four hundred miles or better
between slurps. I have rode a
truck or so in my time that
couldn't haul enough gasoline
to get that far.

Jony Msepis's

Asking line

31

Last weekend wasn't very
good as far as the weather was
concerned, but the fish did bite
for the brave souls that got out
there.
The rain by it's self wasn't
bad, but after three hours of it
and a cool wind, it was time to
seek some warm dry clothes.
Willie Jackson continued his
streak by picking up 12 good
crappie in about an hour.
He reported that he found
fish in much the same type
area and depth as they were
earlier in the week. Most of
you know that crappie can be
found, most of the time,
around stumps or brush.
The hardest part in being
successful, seems to be in
figuring the right depth.
You're just going to have to
work at it and do a lot of
research on your own.
The water temperature
hasn't changed much so you
should find the crappie in the
12-18 foot depths. Most of the
time they will be close to
deeper water or "holding" on
o the side of a ledge over deeper
water. Use your locator and
spot these schools first so you
can save time and not fish unproductive water.
Minnows are still thc best

bait, however, light do-jigs
will work if you work them
slowly.
Gary Crass caught a crappie last Sunday on a jig with
his first cast, but he wasn't
chewing the right kind of
tobacco and one was all he
could get.
There have been some indications of an early spring
and boy do we need one! It
may be wishful thinking but
we have to try anyway.
Black bass should be on the
move into more shallow
water, depending on the cold
fronts, of course. Work the
rocky banks with small crank
baits that resemble crayfish in
movement and color and I
believe you will find some action.
Be prepared to:hang a big
old drum or two since they
move in with the bass. They
are really strong fighters if
they get into deep water with
you but you can turn them a
lot easier than you can a bass.
If you bake fish, save these
drum, they are very good
prepared this way.
Spring break is almost here
so take your children or
grandchildren and let then,,
teach you how to fish!
Happy Fishing!

There are lots of other ban
things. It rides real smooth,
almost exactly like a car with
a good set of shocks. You can't
tell its four wheel drive going
down the highway. The front
end just won't vibrate and do
the Watusi at fifty or fifty-five
miles per hour. Both outside
mirrors can be adjusted from
inside in the drivers seat.
When you go thni a car wash
you can't dip out six to eight
quarts of water. It doesn't
leak. That almost proves it
The
can't be worth

euru.lry 21 was the day
fish went bananas on Kentucky Lake. Or at least that':
Use day they were discoverec
bv most. The word spread
fast, and everybody was tellwar stories about how
defroster actually works. You
can hear the radio above the many crappie they caugnt.
windshield wipers. There are There were fish biting on the
no magic movements to make dropoffs, fish biting from
it work. It comes from the fac- shallow brushpiles. Most of
tory in four wheel drive. It what was being caught was on
stays that way. No levers. No the small side, but the deeper
secret buttons. No hubs. Both areas were giving up their
front seats recline so a guy share of slabs.
And to add a little whamrno
could take a nap while he's
waiting for everybody else to to the stones, I saw and
get things ready to start four photographed a bass that
wheeling. You can drive the would have topped eight
full speed limits and whisper pounds. This fish was caught
inside and still hear each from a shallow brushpile by a
other. No. You cannot hear the crappie fisherman. The bass
clock. Its got one of those made a pass at his minnow,
digital jobs that is right on.' was snagged under the bottom
The load capacity is over a jaw and put up a monster of a
Crappie fisherman Koh Lomita homed is bass fishing long onongh to land this 4 pound
thousand pounds. It does fight before being hauled into
boomity. Hokin Kesincky Lake ore respoading t• th• sooson sourly warming trowel
everything the Range Rover the boat.
(Photo by Ww•• Iloorme)
"I guess the fish are biting
does; offers quite a few more
options; and costs twenty-four so good because of the warm got a casting rod, bring it too. crank him in too fast," I in- biggest bass I've ever
thousand dollars less. Very in- weather," said Bob Lemke, a If the crappie aren't biting, we structed. Bob complied and caught," said the beaming
resident of Moor's Camp Subteresting old chap.
soon led the bass to the net. It crappie pro.
might try casting for bass."
Strangely, it is made in division on Kentucky Lake.
What's the point behind this
After some coaxing Bob was a respectable three pound
America. Speaking plainly, it "I've never known crappie to agreed to join me, and we Kentucky.
story? Fish are biting, and
is the most amazing four move into the shallows so ear- were soon on Kentucky Lake
I scored next on a pound they'll remain active as long
wheel drive rig we have ever ly in the year." L,emke and his running into a chilly head- bass, and then it was Bob's as the warm spell continues.
of
crappie
40
tallied
Betty
wife
driven. Bar non. The Eagle is
turn. "Got one. This one's bet- Early indications are that
wind.
truly a dual purpose vehicle. It their own when 'the fish turnThe first spot we tried pro- ter!" I went for the net again, we're in for one whale of a
them
of
several
and
on,
ed
has very few of the vices of the
duced fish. Bob caught four and the bass headed for deep fishing season. Barring floods
typical four wheel drive and were in the pound-and-a- straight crappie, little ones, water. Bob kept on steady or series of frontal passages,
category.
the family car, and it has quarter
pressure, turned the fish and this might be the season to
while I looked dejected.
Bob Lemke's a neighbor and
remarkably retained almost
The second brushpile pro- led him on a run under the write home about.
him
know
all the virtues of each. On a close friend, and I
Now if you don't have the
duced more action, including boat.
snow and ice there has not yet to be an expert crappie fisher- one crappie which weighed a
I could see the fish's back as fishing fever, you can't say I
been abetter. Top that off with man. He works at it. In the healthy pound. Ditto the ac- it went under the boat, and for
didn't try!
the fact it is still inside the late winter months he and a tion in the third spot and the a second I thought it was
Anybody knowing an infour figure range and you partner named Bill Bailey fourth. All the brushpiles had another eight-pounder. but teresting subject or personalihave got one amazing happen- ( who caught the big bass
fish, but most were too small there was little disappoint- ty for a "Lakeland Outdoors",
spend days marking stumps
ing.
ment when I finally netted the column should contact Wade
to keep.
Progress, what a pain you and sinking brushpiles. And
I enjoyed watching Bob bass and guessed its weight at Bourne, Rt. 2, Box 221,
are. HAPPY FOUR WHEEL- these efforts pay real work the brushpiles with his four-and-a-half. "That's the
Gilbertsville, KY 42044
dividends when the crappie
ING. long, crooked pole. He uses a
move in. I'd match the fairly heavy sinker and big
Lernices• fish catching con- cork so his line drops straight
sistency against most
into the tight holes between
anybody's.
the limbs. He leaves his minto
me
tipped
who
Bob
It was
now in one spot for an average
info.
bananas"
the "fish going
of 15 seconds. "Somebody told
neard from a reliable
marking
"Bill and I were out
By Mary Barrow
me that a crappie won't move
source that Billy IMonk Hensome stumps, and we saw a
4,
March
Wednesday,
mina
more than a foot to get
don caught around 20 bass one
of the St. Lawrence, California johnboat and a couple of now, so I just keep my bait Barkley Lake upper stage
day and brought ins limitof 10
Delta, Lake of the Ozarks, fishermen in it. We were work- moving. I do know that if he's 354.36, lower stage 321.66
bass the next day.
Kentucky-Barkley Lakes, ing near them,so I yelled over going to take it, he'll usually Water temperatures: surface
According to Sportsman's
north country lakes in Wiscon- and asked if they'd caught get it as soon as you let the 46 degrees; 10 feet 48 degrees;
Marina there were several
Kentucky
sin and Minnesota. southern anything," Lemke said. minnow down,- he said,
degrees.
25 feet 49
crappie caught last week but
Ohio, the Florida Keys, "They answered that they had
Lake upper stage 354.57.
the cold weather has slowed
I
and
Bill
and
80,
about
many
and
Georgia
Arizona,
Thursday, March 5, Barkley
Finally we culled down
them down quite a bit. By the
kidding."
were
they
thought
water
salt
and
fresh
other
enough fish for a fattening Lake upper stage 354.06, lower way Sportsman's Marina will
But the two anglers, Brad supper. We also crossed paths stage
Water
areas. The brochure, which
323.06.
be opening for the season
of
Trevathan
Tony
and
and
for
also tells what to look
again with the Trevathans, temperatures: surface 47 March 14. If you ever visit
kidding.
weren't
Paducah,
$2
look out for, is available for
and they also had a good cat- degrees, 10 feet 49 degrees; 25 * Sportsman's you are in for a
plus a self-addressed, Two heavy stringers of crap- ch.
feet 50 degrees. Kentucky surprise, they . have done
So
story.
their
business-size pie backed up
stamped;
"Bob, let's hit a few of these Lake upper stage 354.17: ,
several additions and
Bill
and
envelope from Botebooks Box that's when Bob
Friday. March 6, Barkley
with
points
gravel
remodeling. Lynne and Ray
248, DeLeon Spnnngs FL forgot their stump marking crankbaits," I suggested. Lake upper stage 354.62, lower
Meyers have added covered
32028. The brochure is updated and went fishing.
Water
321.2.
stage
"This is a good time of year to
slips for houseboats and
This is a long explanation
continuously, and each copy
47
surface
temperatures:
catch a really good hass, and
cruisers. Be sure to drop by
comes with a page of late for how I got in on the acf. 1 this is the type spot where degrees; 10 feet 49 degrees: 25
and say hello.
decided to try the action the
listings.
they'll stop when they first feet 50 degrees. Kentucky
A report came in from Bob
following Tuesday, and I stopLake upper stage 354.7
come into the bays."
Tyree of Lakeside Marina. on
ped by Bob's home for an upThe watt!: temperatures are Jouthanrgrk ,Soseveral
, We tied on Rebel crayfish
date. 'Cold Eront . earn
beginning to rise and the crap- crappie have been taken in 15
through, and the wind's up. and started banging casts in
pie are starting to bite. The to 20 feet of water on minnows.
Betty and I tried'em this mor- toward the rocks. On the seand
One day last week Jack
fishing reports were not as
ning; but we didn't have much cond point Bob grunted,
his line shot sideways. I saw
good this week after it turned Hawkins, Wayne Waggoner
luck."
good bass, and I
colder but there are still and Rick Jet, all of Mayfield,
But I was undaunted. "The the flash of a
the net.
several strings of crappie be- brought in 125 averaging over
sun's out and the water's grabbed for
"Boy, he's pulling," Bob ing caught. I have also heard a pound. Frank Craig and his
bound to be warming," I
of some nice strings of bass brother brought in 80 with
reasoned. "Go grab-your pole said.
OM t. up to 2 pounds
being caught last weekend.
"Just play him out. Don't
and go with me. And if you've

Local Fishing
Report

Houseboat Brochure
Updated
A six-page brochure on how
and where to rent a houseboat
lists more than fifty rental
agencies in 15 states and
Canada, representing
hundreds of houseboats
Ranging in price from under
$300 a week to about $800 a
week in season for a boat
which sleeps up to 12 people,
houseboats can be rented even
by sportsmen who have no
previous boating experience.
Among the most popular
houseboating areas are the
TVA lakes, Upper Mississippi,
Everglades, Thousand Islands

Club Meetings
The Kentucky-Barkley Bass
'n Gals will hold their regular
meeting at the Triangle Inn
Monday, March 9, at 7 p.m.
The Murray Bass Club will
have their monthly meeting at
the Sirloin Stockade Wednesday March 11, at 7 p.ritt

Sportsman's Marina

Murray Bait Co. 11 0

At Jonathan Creek

Announces
NEW 40 and 52 Covered Sips F-or Notuebonts
NEIN 30 Covered Sips for
LOCAL DEALER for GALVA-LIFT Boat Hoists
Easy to operatesentnates manna growth on boat bottom

Fred Gardner, Owner

SPORTING GOODS

Wholesale Live Bait
Quality & Quantity Guaranteed
Hwy. 94 East
Murray, Ky. 42071

Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

Open
14
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Darnell Marine Sales

A

Kenlake Marina
Boat, Motor, Pontoon 1 Ski
Rentals- Guido Service-Covorod StorageLaunching Ramp-Tackle, Bait

Hwy.641 North

753-6448
k
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until swing to get year
and weetor in shops? Confect Koh Strode, former
servk• nomempsr sof Mach & Mach, year wetlemited
Memory & Iller(rviser Servke &mist

Aurora Marine
Service Inc.
at id U S 68580 at the we, •

Nears: 11166.-Sat. 6.0.-6 p.m.
Sam. 1-6 p.m.
Amera, Ky.

542474-2214
Rt 1 liardin

502 , 474-2245 or 474-2211, ext. 171

502/35445568
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'cs"N.
On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park

Complete line of Fishing and Sporting Equipment

OWNER: Gary Darnell
BOATS-MOTORS ACCESSORIES-MARINE SUPPLIES

EV1f7RUDE
SALES &
SERVICE

Adlecent to Sportsman s Satan Campground

1

Murray, Ky, 42071
Route 3 Box 80
Highway 94 East

Fi

Rt. 5 Benton, KY 42025

%IX

eepw
Cain's, AMC,Jeep

OLJTEICAROS

Authorized EVINRUDE DEALER
Sales ft Service

Mon.-Thurs. 9-7
Fri.-Sat. 9-9
Sunday 1-6

Phone
502-753-5693

Miuk Bourse
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Rev. Whittaker To Speak
Training win be at 6 p 111 and
Deacons will meet at 8 p.m
all on Sunday
Volunteer nursery workers
will be Mrs Ken Dix, Mrs.
Randy Sorrow, Ray Clark,
Randy Cunrunghani, Dr. and
Mrs Durwood Beatty, Miss
Tina Ratterret, Mrs. Vaughn
Vandegrift, Mrs Connie
Fisher, and Mrs. Lucille Thurman

The First Baptist Church
will hear the pastor, the Rev
13r. Bill Whittaker, speak on
An Example to Follow" vritti
scripture from John 13:1-17 at
the 10.45 a.m. services on Sunday. March 8.
At the morning hour the ordinance of The Lord's Supper
will be observed
Mike
Outland, deacon of the week,
and G T Lilly, chairman of
deacons, will assist in the service.
Special music will be
presented by the Church
Choir
Wayne Halley is
nuruster of music with Joan
Bowker as orgatust and Allene
Knight as ptarust.
At the 7 p.m services the
pastor will speak on "Asleep
In Prison" with scripture
from Acts 12 - 1-16. The Men's
Choir will present special

Baptist Association
To Hold Evangelism
Clinic And Rally
The Blood River Baptist
Association will have an
Evangehsm Clinic and Rally
on Monday, March 9, with
Bobby Moore of Memphis,
Tenn.,as the guest leader.
Sessions will be held from 2
to 4:30 p.m. on Monday at the
Dexter Baptist Church, and a
7 p.m. on Monday at the Firs
Missionary Baptist Church
Benton.

MUSIC

Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m.,Sunday School Directors
will meet at 5 p.m., Church

2. Notice

RIVERIA
COURTS
•

5 Beverage
6 Greek letter
7 Card game
8 Kind of
better man
9 French 10 Worthless
leaving
11 Footirke part
16 Anger
18 Ogles
20 LIIMITIIMOM
21 Rent
22 Mountain
nymph
23 Moccasins
25 Old-womanish
26 Spars
28 Italian river
29 Hart
32 Anon
33 Speech
pause
36 Ceremony

Students welcome!
Special
rates!! We also
hove
special
deals for lot renters! Come live
with us! 7533280.

Middle School Arts Workshop panic[pants, Harvey
Newton, on left Ramona Burnley, Valens onner, Trevor
Miller, and instructor, Tony foster, Cast plaster molds
from a clay impression in their Sculpture class. The Art
Workshop is co-sponsored by the Calloway Co. Public
Library and the Murray State University Art Department.
Drawing the Arts Annex of the Calloway Co. Public
Library has been a favorite project of these Middle School
Students. Pictured are, Shannon Boltz, on left, Dennis
Horn, MSU Student-Instructor, David Daughaday.
Stephen Shaw, and Joey Reiroat. The workshop features
art instruction in four areas and takes place after school
every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday.

BIBLE CALL
What Youth Can
Do - 7594444; Bib&
Story- 759-4445.
Bible Facts Free Store for the
needy 759-4600
Fonnires rir crops reunions . .
.semenitnerthosespeciolne m

Aeswer

to Friday's Puzzle

CARTER STUDIO
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Musical
dramas
40 Slink
42 Southern
blackbird
44 Norse god
45 Unlock

46 Fondle
47 Anglo-Saxon
money
48 Stitch
49 Frozen water
50 Oolong
53 State Abbr

Church To Hear Baker
noon in the multi-purpose
room of the church for Mr.
Baker.
John Dale will speak on "If
Any Man Suffer As A Christian" with scripture from I
Peter 4:14-16 at the 6 p.m. services on Sunday.
Assisting in the Sunday services will be Jerry Bolls,
Richard Duke, Jamie Potts.
Jerry Humphreys, Danny
Cleaver, Charles Lamb, Roy
Harmon, Noah Wheatley, Kim
Weatherford, Ben Brumley,
Charles Olree, Johnny Bohannon, Ed West, Larry Evans,
Ted Howard, Aubrey Hatcher,
and Garry Evans.
Teen nursery helper will be
Rhonda Manners, and special
class helper will be Karen
Carraway. Serving on the extension department will be
Glen B. Gibbs and Gary
Rowland.
Bible classes will be at 9:45
a.m. on Sunday.

Andy Baker, nuruster of the
West End Church of Christ,
Danville, will speak at the 8:30
and 10:40 a.m. services on
Sunday, March 8, at the
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ.
The West End Church is supported by the local church. A
potluck lunch will be held at 12

WM MAMMA AWN Revival Services
IMM UM. MOM At Church Planned
=MOM =MIME Revival services at the Em
MEM WEIOMM
manuel Missionary Baptist
will start Monday,
"WEE
OMMIAW Church
March 9, and continue through
ME Walla WM= Sunday,
March 15, with Greg
WEEMMWM OM Smith as the evangelist.
Services will be at 7:30 p.m.
MMIIM WM= dEll each
except on Sunday
WEMEW WM WM= when night
they will be at 6:30 p.m.,
MUM" MEM
accordng to the pastor, the
WWMOMM WEEMad Rev. James Fortner.
The church is located on 121
WI= WEWINI
By-Pass near the North 16th
u.MEMMIll MEM Street Intersection.

.W1 GRANDFATHER SAYS
LIFE IS A LOT LIKE
A FOOTBALL GAME ...

DOES HE FEEL LIKE HE'S
N THE FOURTH QUARTER?

HE'S AFRAID HE DOESN'T
HAVE ANY MORE
"

WORSE THAN THAT..

A

41111
3-1

OK AY--MAK E
YOURSELF
A NICE
SANDWICH

WHAT ON
EARTH 15
IN THAT
SANDWICH?

tloMed faMMItMe00.CAMI

BUT I WAS
THERE!

PARTICULARLY IF ITS EDIBLE

VERY LITTLE
GETS BY 4E!

CAU6FiT
'EM!

WA/4-41.! CROPPED
MY JELLY BREAD
1e4 THE PAINT

J
ALL R501.4T„
TAKE i
E45Y,. I'LL
GET A,,

•

JAMES'
ANTIQUES
°atom Stripping

11071C1
Thia WNW,(Aunty heath
Cerielrail Ms•sorority tor
cenonwity lindob nurse II
Belinians rlir• N. Mrs
position is SI 60 per how
Reasrernems for ths posmon
is.
Graduation from o diploma or
assocote degree prowarn
which a state approved skpakernented by o minimum of
one II I year of evaluated
coninundy health nursing ex
perienc•
Completion of on organized
educatiosol prowarn fa ex.
paneled arsine functions 0 o
specific cute may be substituted for tlw requaed es•
Perence
License Current license to
practice os 0 registered nurse
in Kentucky Applications are
avadoble at the Calloway
County Health Deportment
702 Olive Street, Murray
Kentucky
All applications must be
received by the Galloway
County Heath Deportment on
or before March 20 1 98017
AM EQUAL OPPOITUNITf IMP10116

and
Repairing
a nd
Refinishing. Custom
Cabinets and Woodworking. No dipping.
Hwy. 641 South
492-88SO
We Buy
and Sell

FOR SALE
979 Ford F-150 4
heel drive. Coe 753699.

WANT AO
CLASSIFICATIONS

Listed here is a ready reference
that will quickly help you locate
the classification you are looking
for
I. Legal Notice
2,Notice
3. Card of Thards
4. In Memory
5. Lost and Found
6. Help Wanted
9. Situation Wanted
10. Bus Opportunity
II. Instructions
12. Insurance
13. For Sale of Trade
14. Want To Buy
• 15. Articles For Sale
16. Home Furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
11. Seeing Machines
19. farm Equipment
20. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
.22. Musical
23. Exterminating
24. Miscellaneous
25. Business S•vices
26. TV-Radio
27. Mobile Home Sales
21. Mob. Home Rents
29. Heating-Cooling
30retrane..71."
. 31. Want To Rent
32. Apts For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
31. Houses IN Rent
35. Farms Fof Rent
li. For Rent Or Lease
37. Livestock.Supplies
31. Pets-Supplies
31. Poultry-Supplies
40. Produce
41. Public Sale
42. Home Loans
43. Real Estate
44. Lots For Sale
45. farms Fa Sale
46. Homes For Sale
47. Motorcycles
48. Auto Services
49. Used Cars
t'. 50. Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered
54. For Trade
55. Feed And Seed
56. Free Column
57 Wanted

WSSUPERRIM
Smith Ith Street
Alarrey, onepielho Nets
Repair. ent• Labe with
WI wed titter elms..
1SJ-7896.

Will clean offices or
houses. Call 7539.5117.

I

19. Farm-Equipment

"1611)Wanted

753 8798•

DIVORCE
"God hates Itl"
Mark 108-9
Answer

A
A

a
A
•
A
A
a
a•
I /11 11_8 0•
N •411 e
ATI
YEATS
_
•T_ Y
ati

304 Morn

, 12

! TI-10SE
6UYS TRIED
TO SNEAK
INTO THE
CHOW NALL
EARLY

mobile

homes for rent

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Soft food
4 Error
9 Soda 12 Macaw
13 Similar
14 Native metal
15 Hit
17 Apportions
19 Exist
20 Spirited
horse
21 Mine vein
23 Hebrew wafter
24 Pass on
27 Before
28 VEMMOIS
30 Rockfish
31 Diphthong
32 Finos
34 Negative preh.
35 Girl s name
Heavenly
37
body
38 Ancient
39 Redacts
41 King of
Bashan
42 Simians
43 Singing voice
45 Number
46 Decanted
48 Enthusiasm
51 Tune period
52 GUTS name
54 High card
55 Hindu cymbals
56 D4stinguttineK1
57 Ocean
DOWN
1 Dance step
2 Skill
3 Procession
4 Body of
water

21Wbee

Local store has positions for
men and women Rapid advancement
Sit months
management training tot those
who qualify Start at once
Must be neat in appmance
willing to work hark. Call Mr
Roland 8-10 AM, 753-6050
Marketing Position. Nationwide
travel. expenses paid, salary
negotiable $15-20.000 range
Requites B S m Marketing,
Business. or Accounting Call
Action Personnel, 753-6532
Need part time bookkeeper at
Smith's Used Cars. Must be
familiar with used car
business. Come by our South
4th Street location ask for Hal.
Need babysittter in my home on
Main Street, 7 30 to 4 pm each
day. Call 753-5211.
Programmer Analyst. B.S. in
Computor Science or B.S. in
Business with computor experience Must know RPG
language and be familiar with
IBM GSD systems. Cat Action
Personnel, 753-6532,

1978 Ford 1600 diesel 23 hp,
grader blade plow disc post .
hole digger bushhog wood
splitter and boom pole 7530468
470 Case tractor fo( sale, 8'
grader blade Call 489-2164
El F
Goodyear
Firestone
Goodrich and others. tractor
and farm tires We have tire
truck for on farm tire service
Vinson Tractor Company, 1534892
John Deere 112 lawn mower,
excellent condition Call 7533696
Sears Roto-tiller self-propelled,
Chain drive transmission. 5 forward speeds ' plus power
reverse Almost new Call 7591005
There is nothing better than
Adams hard surfaced plow
points, regular plow points,
cultivator shovels and sweeps
Vinson Tractor Company, 1534892

9. Situation Wanted

Minnows. 3 dozen for 51.00.
Nightcrawlers. 51 19 dozen
Crappie rigs. 3 for 51l9. East
Y Grocery, 753-‘786
One regular size pool table with
accessories. 5400. Call 753
7755 after 4 pm.
The Pistol People. Invest in a
feeling of security, largest
variety, lowest priced, no
registration or red tape in KentuckY. Country Boy Store. 9
miles west of Hopkinsville 'unction KY 164-117 Hours 8-5t
Sunday 12-5.(502) 885-5914.

Would like to take care of sick
or elderly person five days a
week, 5500 per month. Phone
527-9073.

13. For Sale or Trade

FOR RENT

GAson Power Bolt Log
Splitter by day or job.
Operetor available. Al
trovewood
hardwood
for sale 525.00 per
rick. Call 753-8351

For sale or trade for car or
truck; acre lot, 4 mtles from
lake on 94 East, owner will
finance. 753-8127

14. Want To Buy
Comic books Archway Quick
Stop, Highway 641 North

BILL'S FISH
MARKET

Used au-conditioner. Call 7539104 days or 753-1551 nights
Used bass guitar amplifier Call
753-2280.

Thims.,
&
CATFISH
Whole.... lb. $1.70
Steaks .. 13. $1.80
Boneless. Lb. $1.00

Need to buy 1 good
used transmission
to fit 71 Hornet.
Call 753-6173 after
5. Ask for Sherry.

BUFFALO
Whole.... Lb.50
Cut Up .... Lb.IfIr

3. Card of Thanks
The family of Verne B. Adams
wishes to express their appreciatton to neighbors,
friends, and relatives for every
expression of sympathy shown
during the illness and death of
our loved one. A thank you also
for the many prayers, flowers,
and food and every act of kindness shown.
A 'special thanks to our
Pastor, Brother lames Garland.
and Brothers Hicks Shelton and
• R.G. Shelton for their
assistance in the service. also
to all the pallbearers.
Mrs Prudye Coles Adams ark'
Family
OSt arn A-W1
111Lost 4 month old Beagle puppy. lost in Gatesborough
Reward! Call 753-5660.
Lost 4'42 month old, male, Redbone hound puppy on Old Murray Paris Road Call 753-8045
or 753-2443.

6. Help Wanted
00 YOU NEED MONEY RIGHT
NOW? Health Glo has openings
for full or part time help Chose
your hours. daily pay. management opp-ortunity for the right
Person Call (502)667-2446.
Full time babysitter for 8
month old boy. prefer in my
home. Two references. Call
759-4656.
Help wanted, days and night.
apply in person at McDonalds.
Help wanted One experienced
all around cook, 1 experienced
waitress. one with cooking and
vraitressing experience Steady
work with above average pay
For appointment call 4742259, Aurora, KY
Need women 21 or over to ck
cleanup work at Murray Coun.
try Club, must be flexible. Cali
436-2912, Monday and Tuesday after 5 pm.
W*NTIDr Rep
Inc
Selespersen needed by JIM
WALTER HOMES fer has wee.
The. is en opperhesity to got
leo regal hew .816
Ives *sewed Yee* bellSkeg
orgeoisetfee s_ saeolooleo posillooko
Mires dealer
eampelp
MOM. faceless onerosseeemet
oppertveity for Hesse Mares
re me. Ime wwwegeweet.
Frew. beirefits tsr selshel
seseleyees adores 12 yew
profit sewing proven, stoci
eorch•s•
meet
were.,68. mod bospied
sereuto. Alert Woe honest
chance*., geed ewserwalty,
le reedy Ned Meese to toile.
ep lee& mad seek ore end tea
re beam bridal prospects
fowled lobo Owteereetce,
442-7366, AN
WWII
11011M. INC , 2011
Perkiweb, ET. .1111
wawa eopertoeity oorpleyor

whim
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Want to buy • Used card table.
Call 474-9729 or 475-2346
after 5 pm.
Want to buy small camper. Cali
753-5738 after 5 pm.
Want to buy lunk cars. Call
474-8838.

15. Articles For Sale
Like new, Craig AM-FM stereo.
8-track, turn table, and
speakers. 5125. Also a Craig
AM-FM stereo, 8-track, turn
table, and speakers, 550. Also
a small coffee table, 510. Call
753-8465.
Maternity nursing uniforms.
Sizes 8.9,10. Like new. Best offer. 489-2818.
14' Runabout with 50 hp
motor; 1973 10 hp Gravely
lawn tractor. 40- mower. 40"
grader blade. electric start, 2
wheel cart; 42.000 BTU Singer
central air-conditioner unit
Call 759-1621.
Truck tool box; L gas tank with
electric pump. 492-8204
Typewriters for sale. IBM Executrwe model D; Royal 5000
Selector; Sperry Remington
Selector: IBM Select Corrector.
We have a few left so hurry!
Lite Real Estate, Aurora, 4742717
Used office desks and chairs.
Call or see lames Futrell at
753-7668 days. or 753-2394
nights Can be seen at 405
South 4th St

16. Home Fumishinp
Antique dishes and lots of good
used furniture for sale 4892775
Avacado G.E refrigerator for
sale. 753-0178.
For sale Herculon love seat and
sofa, fair condition. 550. Call
atter 4 pm, 753-7214
For sale Five drawer chest.
solid oak, excellent condition,
maple kitchen table and 4
chairs, one maple end table.
and one pair of large table
lamps Call 753-7907 after 4
Pm.
For sale. Westinghouse electric
stove, very good condition Call
753-5764

17. Vacuum Cleaners
Electrolux Sales and Service.
Tony Montgomery. 753-6760.

19. Farm Equipment
175 A/C tractor. 1600 hours. 4
row John Deere planter, 5' Ford
chisol plow. 11 ft. Tuft-Lino
disk, 4 row cultivator, 100
gallon stainless spray tank. Call
436-2269 after 6 pm
For sale WO 45 Allis Chalmers
tractor with 10 ft. Hyd disc,
cultivators, and
bushhog,
51200 Phone 492-8930
Disk blades..7egular and heavy
duty. get our price before you
buy disk blades Truck tool
boxes and tailgait protbctors
Vinson Tractor Company, 7534892.

Trailer
28130
also cit
eilh e
58500

.975 1
asher
Serious
/53-581
L915 W
central
take ow

10x40
nome
$120 t
deposit
pm
For red
furnish(
near U
3895'.
Two t
lean.
In 641
8436 at
Iwo be(
ray. no
Iwo ir
oedroor
icie lor
:ay. Cal

20. Sports Equipment

.:lean
ty dep
rent Ni

Iwo be
lot -belt
Call 75;
Iwo be
iy furn
uer mo
5

22. Musical

igT1

f Or si
canditi
Frigida
CA 75

Jest received bock, 3
pianos, less then year
oW. Mast sell for balance doe or monthly
powwow. Alt in excellent condition and
wider warranty.
CLAYTON'S
753-7575

3-111

Univox bass amplifier and
silver tone bass guitar $85
Call 753-2280

A

23. Exterminating
\411146.....
ALL BUGS CALL

/

4 Criu. ii i.=•

A

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control %
P104,11'733-3914

Apartm
downlo
Apartm
Univers
753-91
. For re
merits
i1 753iirnish

,

bedioor
/immer
16th. 1
Firms
carpetu
from Ll
th 759
For rr
bedrooi
apartm
5 pm
Furnish
ment •

24. Miscellaneous
Diamond ring Women's half
carat solitaire engagement ring
in white gold setting Appraised by local jeweler at 51895
retail, 51295 wholesale Owner
will sell for 5850 firm. Serious
buyers only please. 753-2615
after 2 pm.
For sale complete set of professional chimney sweep
equipment. Call 498-8958 or
436-2876.
For sale 8'x20' flatbed trailer,
double axles. 5550. Phone
492-8930.
Lawn and garden lime, 50 lb
bag, 51.99: White marble landscape chips. 50 lb. bag. 52.49.
Quikrete concrete mix. 60 lb.
bag. 52.78; Mortar mix. 60 lb.
bag. 53.23. Coast to Coast
Hardware. Central Shopping
Center.
Used ice machine clearance
All types 502-554-5090 after 4
pm

25. Business Services
HODGE'S TAX SERVICE 8 AM
to 6 PM. nights and Saturdays
by appointment 759-1425

26.N-Radio
Wanted responsible party to
take up small monthly payment
on color t v Warranted 7537575

en
ivartm
close I
Deposil
For re
apartrn
utilitie
5577 .
Nice
near c'
dryer It
1-527
One bi
-rttent
See di
oast 1
Bedroc
car pet
dryer
ing ink
$250
153-2f

27. Mobile Home Sales
1974 Double wide mobile
home. 2406, partially furnish
ed or unfurnished All electric
with baseboard electric heat
Very easily heated 57500
Phone 1.354-6217
1976 Duke all electric 1400
3 bedroom 2 full baths, under
pinning Call 753-1362 or 7533755.
1245 Mobile home
3
bedroom Pi bath Call 753
0069 after 430 pm
Mobile home, 1974 Ramada
I2x65 2 bedroom gas heat
excellent condition Owner
54400 436-5414
1208 Scheville 2 bedroom
mostly furnished 53800 Call
753-8417 between 8 and 4
pm,

1
ap

di(

[do
0

12161 Two bedroom 2 bath,
fully furnished underpinned
and strapped 54600 Can be
seen at Fox Meadows No F 1
or call 753 7827

A
PI

-416

RF

rimy

AV&I
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27. Mobile Home Sales 32. Apts. For Rent

ant

23 hp
post
wood
e 753

Trailer on 3 lots 2 car garage
28130 wash house 2 wells
also city water Trailer 10x55
with extended living room
$8500 Call 753-8451
1975 12x60 Viking furnished
washer dryer and dishwasher
Serious inquiries only Call
753-5867
1975 Whitecralt 1265 trader
central air want someone to
take over payments 753-7127

ale, 8'
164
BF
tractor
we tire
service
y, 753.

)pelted,
i. 5 for.
power
ill 759

u than
I plow
points,
sweeps
y 753-

nent
$1 00
dozen
9 East

de with
1 1 753-

st in a
largest
d no
in Kentore 9
le juncrs 8-5(
5914

Two bedroom trailer on private
lot behind Tucker 1 V Sales
Call 753 4524
Two bedroom trailer complete
ly furnished very nice $150
per month Call 753-8964 after
5
2

3e. Business Rental
Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

r and
. $85.

32. Apts. For Rent
Apartments for rent near
downtown Murray 753-4109
Apartment lir rent_ close to
University $79 per month. Call
753-9138 or 753-5292
For rent 2 bedroom apartments al Embassey. 753-3530
H'.753-4331 after 5 pm

01

1

trailer.
Phone

50 lb.
le land$2 49; 60 lb.
60 lb.'
Coast
lopping

trance
after 4

Ices

8 AM
turdays
25

oty to
ayment
753- •

kW&
mobile
urnishlectric
heat
1500

14x70
under
ir 753

i!
3
I 753

math
heat
)wner

Iroom,
I Call .
ind 4

bath
in ned
an be
F.,

tel RENT:
nice 2
Extremely
bedroom apartment,
fully furnished, washer
and dryer included.

FOr sale Used central au
conditioning unit Also used
Frigidare deluxe refrigerator
CA1 1594024

year
ionithly
exarid

of prosweep
958 or

34. Houses For Rent

four bedroom house one block
from University Call 153-9130
or 753-5292
House for rent 2 bedroom
newly decorated 121 Col
28. Mob. Home Rents divater
489-2775
0x40 All electric mobile House for rent Taylor store
nome on private lot in city community Call 753-8375
$120 per month rent, $120 between 6 •ind 7 pm
deposit Call /53-2748 after 5
12 room. 2 baths older home
Pm
less than 1 block from M S U
For rent 12x60 Mobile home Central treat refrigerator and
furnished natural gas nice stove .111 .conditioner garage
near University Phone 753 garden Will consider sub ren
3895'
Ial of rooms Call 1535885
Two bedroom trailer very after 5 pm
'lean approximately
miles
house on
on 641 South No pets 753 Nice 2 or .1 bedroom
Poplar Street near Carter
8436 after 5 pm
School Rent with or without
two bedroorrOraller, near Mur- appliances VC and disposal
ray no pets Call 489-2611
Garage for storage and large
two mobile homes One 1 parking area $100 deposit no
bedroom one 2 bedroom 3 lease $270 per month Cali
icre lot w miles east of Mot- 759-1020 evenings
fay Call 753-5793
Three bedroom 4 miles west of
two bedrooms furnished. Murray on 94, garden spot
clean mite home $75 securr recently redecorated available
ty depose-4150 per month March 15 $225 per month
Cali 753-4406 or 435 4119
rent No pets Gag 753-4808

mower,
ill 753

is half
ent ring
ripprals$1895
Owner
Serious
13-2615

Two bedroom townhouse apart
ment
range
Carpet
refrigerator disposal washer
hookup
central
heat
and
dryer
air Call 753-7559 Of /53
1550

38. PM-Suoolin
black Labrador puppies 6
weeks old 525 753 4498 or
153 8918

4

Purism & Thermion S
kilograms IL
Real Estate
SimoMt1ilo Covert Sq.
Morro', Kentucky
753-4451
zeze;eY..ar•a•Siec•--•=
,3:
29 Acres of good
producing form land
with nice 3 bedroom
ranch style home.
Priced reasonable.

SUBDIVISIONS FINEST, ready
to move into, no remodeling or
cleaning up necessary See this
3 bedroom, 1mr bath home on
extra large lot Featuring large
family room, large living room,
fireplace sundeck and fenced
yard Owner leaving town Price
reduced to sell now OR LOOK
AT THIS 3 bedroom. 2 bath
with private 1 bedroom apartment All city utlibes but no city taxes Private patios and
shady back yard add to your enjoyment of this reasonably priced home. Call Spann Realty
Associates, 753-7724
haunters, Ileirellepers, Rao
don't ova te see elk
scrooge ideal for us&
dIvisleg. tec•t•d
Rood ••11
klogsweed
property shoo properly
developed sheold lonh•
30 lets, fowls location
wallet gas good lavestwient
for the how.. CoR today,

10
"

Waldrop
Real Estate
Dade Jeff (eater 751-1717

THIS IS ITI Near schools .Near
churches, Near grocery.. Low
bills._ Gas
Horses tor sale. Pleasure and maintenance
Fireplace ..3
using registered quarter and heat
grade Call 928/280 or 928- bedrooms. Price/ Low
$10's.. Give us a call today at
2657
75/9-1492 at CENTURY 21
REE MAR ARABIANS 'Book Loretta lobs Realtors
iiour good mares for 1198!
breeding season
hiee
stallions 153-6126

n

38. Pets-Supplies

I
I

Pr

41. Public Sale
bun lit 14,
Olie itern
your salable ifrin •i New
ricutrit Au, firm ha ir Mori
I mm101 Saturday ' Aidolue
,atii day
dem , uhf WI the
01 thp moron All M'vt. .11111 tri
/he fruit salutilo it ti.' mink,
ttr for inhumation r ail .1 ti i
5353
I

Operated by M.S.U. Agronomy Club.
$2
per
sample
includes
recommendation. Bring samples to M.S.U.
Agricultural Dept.(Second floor, North,
Applied Science Building). Make checks
payable to Agronomy Club. 762-3328.

BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

753-8080
A Saving Home Gm- heat
makes it so economical These
low energy bills will make for a
quick sale of this home.. Come
see for yourself 3 bedrooms. 2
baths study and den with back
to back fireplaces It has a kit
chen with island double ovens
sewing room all this sitting on
shaded lot Best of all. _owner
financing avauadle Offered by
CENTURY 21 Loretta lobs
Realtors /53-1492

its
Murray-Calloway
County 1.5117
(502)7.534146
304N 12th St
Murray, hy 42071

BEAUTIFUL CENTER RIDGE,
Have you always wanted a
cabin on the lake, but a dream
house on the water lust cost
too much? Now you can afford
that luscrous summer retreat or
live there all year round. This
custom built home located
among the trees of your 5.5
acres features 3 bedrooms with
sauna, 2 baths, lush carpet.
screened-in porch, and
fireplace. There -are already
dock facilities and a private
road. Guess what? You can
have all this and the lovely furniture too for a reduced price
of $59,500. Ready to move in?
Call Spann Realty Associates,
153-7/24.

44. Lots For Sale
FOR SALE
Lot in Ptmorama Shores,
lake.
overlooking
Water, septic tank, and
driveway already in.
Owner will finance. Call
753-5405.

ACREAGE
FOR SALE
Approximately 1352
acres for sale only 5
miles west of Murray
on the Butterworth
Road. Lovely setting
with 2 ponds, some
acreage in woods, and
some in pasture.
Fresh on the marketideal location. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty, for all the information.
ASSUMABLE
VA LOAN
Economic, roomy
home -with beige colored vinyl siding,
aluminum eaves, and
new roof. You can
really be an energy
fighter because the
central gas heat has a
new wood furnace as
an auxiliary to the
main system. Price
just reduced $4000 to
$30,000. Phone 7531222. Kopperud Realty, for all the information.

Lot in Circarama Subdivision
facing Glendale all utilities innatural gas
cluded
90x125x103x176 759-1234
after 4 pm 759-4626

FOR SALE: Lakeview and
waterfront lots on Kentucky Lake Also waterfront and lakeview lots
on Barkley Lake at
Donaldson Bay. Owner
will finance. See or call
Kynois McClure, 4365812.

41-Fifths For Sale
180 Acre row crop farm, 130
acres tillable. Call 474-2337. :
Farmland for rent. Call after 5
pm, 474-8829

46. Homes For Sale
By owner: Three bedroom
brick, two baths, walnin
closets and much storage
throughout Insulated to TVA
standards. Priced in the 550's.
For appointment call 7532937

MOBILE HOMES
TENNESSEE HOME CENTER
Factory Direct - Coest to Coast
Best Quality & Lowest Prices
Professional Sertiriald - Easy Terms
Phone: 642-2281
Hwy. 641 S. Paris, To.

This sente rust flio egoopenoot you wird to 'nem" yew retool
imr) steel Item ter top notch equmemet mod save the •spierom of
touting When yea rent you pay only • Ma Cilairlp• for the Melt%
of sm. the siossigisoont is I. yew, isessssssee

Listings aecrshwil Offices
F.
Coast to C•est, fryers
frees
Everywhere. F.
F.
"Free- Catalog
F.
STROUT REMIT/
rwt 0. Ile•Arr
F.

Ae,d•.•

123.300.

TAX TIME IS COMING
NEED IT! RENT IT!

AIINNII NAAFI, MK.
%A Wen owee 001/• terrors do
Adam
FARM- NOMIS
DIMNEISIS
(AR AND RAMA MINNA
Ple014272

753-0118

NW of Atorroy. Atom
lotioelool to a 2 tar
*bop rirod for rempressor. firsolottol to
TVA
stowelord•.
Priced to self et

753-1222

REDUCED
TO $55,000.00
Lovely 2 BR., 2 bath,
brick just completed
in quiet subdivision,
North of Murray.
Beautifully decorated,
thick carpeting, luxury throughout, great
room with fireplace. 24
x 30 workshop with 220
wiring, fluorescent
Upstairs
lighting.
bedroom and 12 bath
now under construction being added
Good garden spot.
EXCELLENT
INCOME
PROPERTY
Brand new duplex in
Northwood. Ideal rental location, two
bedrooms ear* side,
central heat and -air,
many quality features.
Double carport. Rents
for $570.00 monthly. In
low 60's.

ii?. rAlwate. Os
awn,

I nonrormo home ow
ItSorriis with control
hoot sod air located

zuktaa
)

II
,f

Professions Serv lees
With The Ft riendl) Touch.'

F.

SPACE
WITH GRACE
Light up your life with
this 5 bedroom home
in Canterbury Estates.
Over 3.000 sq. ft. of living area in this roomy
family home. Living
room, large eat-in kitchen, den with
fireplace, 19'x17'
game room, storage
galore, and large concrete backyard patio
for those summer
cookouts. Offered well
below replacement
cost. Reduced to
$74,900. Phone 7531222. Kopperud Realty
for courteous, competant real estate service
LIVE AND
EARN
Fight inflation with
this brick duplex with
central gas heat and
central electric air.
Each side has two
bedrooms, large living
room and kitchendining room combination. Enjoy owning
your own home and let
one side help pay your
mortgage. Priced in
the mid $40's. Contact
Kopperud Realty, 711
Main,753-1222.

Aunts
- 414 1410
,..nn,. Oro- ?SI MS
Lease diet -153.2414
504.1e, send- 7n$3 3•43
Terry Saloom*sr ArchAlmor
IS) 9324
Boy A. booves-Illneer

Shireat-

Lawn 8. Garden soil testing service
during months of March and April.

ii r

753-1222

37. Livestock-Supplies

red and yellow apples, candy
nets, melons
We here the quality fled
rev can't heat our pric•. We
honor food stomps Later,
garden pipets

43. Real Estate

•rennet, PAANAGIMINT

Iwo bedroom house stove and
refrigerator furnished deposit
required $175 month, close to
college Call 753296/ after 5
Pm
Three bedrooms. 2 baths.
washer and dryer furnished. In
Marshall County Call 1-521
1222

APARTMENTS

DV AVM I

43. Real Estate

await)

AKC German Shepherd pup
pies 28 hampions in 5
,,firreirations
Registered
American Eskimo puppies
502 554 2153 ,
AKC Boxer at stud proven sire
Buret puppies available in
April PI V4y /53-034/
4-14C- Regrsievect Corner Spaniel
;ours 5/5 each Also at stud
k and white Cocker ex
in! rent 2 bedroom furnished
Olerri re
/510662 ,
4Partment partially furnished
clOse to University no pets Dog obedient e classes AK('
Deposit required /51/809
German Shiairerds and OK
For rent 3 room furnished Austrailian aitle dog,
apartment no pets partial 436 2854
utilities paid 753 9925 415
40. Produce
_
5571
Nice 2 bedroom apartment
JONES
near campus No pros W,r .1•
dryer hookup Call 759-45 t'
FRUIT STAND
1-527 1912 atter 5 pm
305 S. 12th
One bedroom furnished aPall
753-3773
--ment low oldies 753 3949
We Sr. now open 6' 3 days •
week, weather permitting
See 'duplex to appreciate ex
Texas menspes, 111 h. boss.
trast 1906 Greenbrier Road ?
Texas pink prepefruit. IT lb
Bedrooms furnished kitchen
bags, Florid. rine ripe
carpel Image wisher and
tomatoes, lettuce, cabby*,
dryer hosikrips der k overlook
peppers, rod
red
bell
ing wooded lot deposit lease
c•cornbers,
potato",
01
5791
month
753
8250 a
squash,
carrots,
roccini
celery, onions, limes, lemoes,
/53-2649 for aepointment

Northwood Dr.
Murray, KY
1, 2 arid 3 bedroom
apartments,
handicapped units. Applications available at
The Village
641 North
Don Miler Office
Equal
Housing Opportunity

The
-OTCHAI'

753.411111

111014111Y MANALI4EN1

MUR-CAL

I.R5

TAX PW146444

43. ReaTEirati

ionished apartments. 1 or 2 Registered Hereford bulls and
bedrpoms also sleeping rooms. females for sale - Henderson
/immerman Apartments. South Hereford Farm Fulton. KY
901-419-2517
16th 753-6609
bedroom,
Vanished
1
carpeting and air one block
from University $110 per moo
th 759-4538
For rent Extra nice one
bedroom furnished carpeted
apartment Call 153•2967 after
5 pm
Furnished efficiency apart
mein. Inquire- 100 South 13th

M

CIDV:13111
RENTAL SALES

F.

CENTER
,
MD I Mo

153 0701

IP X 30311:k
46.1ionies For Sale

49-. Used Cars

52. Boab and Motors

By owner 3 bedroom brick,
located at 522 South 6th St
Low 530's Call 753-8262
For sale by owner Lovely 2
bedroom brick home at 909
Pogue Avenue Fireplace newly
redecorated kitchen attached
garage. R-22 insulation, very
quiet location near hospital
753-0387
For sale Furnished. year round
cabin and 2 lots in Pine Bluff
Shores Kitchen, living room,
and large sundeck on first floor
level, bedroom, bath, and front
. sundeck on second floor Priced to sell in the $20's. including range, refrigerator, airconditioner. new 40 gallon
water heater Special discount
for cash or can be financed if
you qualify Shown by appoint.
men only Phone 753-5191 or
753-2649
Three bedroom brick, one block
from University, large kitchen
family room with lots of
cabinets. utility room with
washer -dryer
hookup
aluminum storm doors and
storm windows, insulation in
walls and ceiling Firm cash
price in 540's or can be financed for qualified buyer. For appointment phone 753-5791 or
753-2649.
Two bedroom country home
with 2 to 10 acres, outbuildings, and shop. Call 474. .„
2331.

1975 Pontiac Astro 4 cylinder.
4-speed, real gas mileage,
1100d condition. $1195 1974
Ford Courier pickup 4-speed
with air Good condition
$1895 Call 489-2595
1963 Studebaker Lark 48.000
miles, good condition Can be
seen at 2115 Gatesborough

15 Fiberglass 65 Evinrude
$1500 Call 474-2712

47. Motorcycles
For sale: 1977 750 Honda
Super Sport, 9.000 miles,- new
tires, excellent condition.
$1300. 753-9507.
For sale. Motorcycte trailer. carries 3 bikes. $150. Phone 4928930.
1976 Honda, 6000 miles, extra
good shape. $500 Call 4354398.
1980 Honda Express II. best offer Phone 759-1158

48. Auto. Services

For sale 15'2 Cobra Tunnel
Hull 150 Johnson motor Call
436-2918
For sale 14 ft Aluminum
fishing boat. 747 hp Elgin
motor 436-2261
1973 Volkswagen, excellent k
$2000 1972 Buick Skylark 16' Runabout motor and
needs paint job. 5550. Call trailer. Call 436-2804
436-5869
140 hp
184' Tri-hull
1971 Vega with air, good gas inboardioutboard power tilt
8m9i3
leoage $350 Phone 492- and trailer Sale or trade for
bass boat 759-1915

1915 Volkswagen Rabbit, 53. Services Offered
yellow, 4-door, air-conditioned, ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING or
good condition Call
vinyl siding and trim
Aluminum trim for brick
UsedTrucks753-1890.
Jack Glover. 753-1873.
1976 Chevrolet. 4WD. special houses
model with stripes, short bed, Bob's Home Improvement Ser
stepside, AM-FM 8-track, vice Remodeling painting, cecamper top New tires, brakes, ment work, general home
shocks, tune-up $3500 753- maintenance and inspectiatis
Free estimates 7534501
8984
1965 Chevrolet pickup. $350 COLDWATER LAWN & GARDEN
SHOP. Lawnmowers. RotoCall 492-8118.
tillers chain saws, expertly
1976 Dodge Van, customized. repaired Pickup and delivery
58,000 actual miles. $2950 available 489-2853, 8 AM to 5
Call 1-354-6217
PM.
1979 Datsun King cab pickup
Concrete and block, brick work
759-1915.
Basements, driveways, storm
For sale: 1977 Ford 11,000 ac- cellars porches, 20 years extual miles. 753-4415 - •
perience 153-5476,
1965 Ford pickup, 6 cylinder, Do all types of plumbing large
3-speed, good condition. $450 or small fobs, all work guarCall 436-2802.
nanteed. 5 years experience
1966 Ford stepside for sale or 753-5360
trade. 753-0373.
Fence sales at Sears now Call
1913 GMC long wheel base, Sears, 753-2310 for free
p.b. and p.s.. automatic, $700. estimate for your needs.
Call 435-4555.
General home repair. 15 years
1973 International truck van, experience rn carpentry,
22'. 106 model, good condi- masonary, plumbing roofing.
tion, price $2995.95. Call(901) and siding. Free estimates, no
642-7190 ask for extension 45 job too small Call 474-2276
or 37.
Guttering by Sears, Sears con
tinous gutters rnstalled per
51. Campers
your specifications Call Sears
1972 Ford Camper Special. 4- 753-2310 for free estimate
or
speed with tool : boxes
without Also 1974 model. 135 Insulation blown in by Sears.
hp Johnson motor trim and tilt save on these high heating and
with 2 stainless props. 753- cooling bills. Call Sears, 7532825 days, 753-3658 after 5 2310 for free estimate. •

Licensed electrician and gas installation.heating installation
and repairs Call 7531203
pod 111,tor•loon of old•
.,ofoor•plis West den •
.,, 1, 1144,0

•

•
N. CARTER STUDIO •

*304 Mow
Si

153 11191

MOBILE HOME ANCHORS
underpinning roofs sealed
patio awnings, and house type
roof's for mobile homes 7531873. Jack Glover
Need work on your .ttees7 Topping, pruning shaping corn
plete removal and more Call
HOVER'S TREE SERVICE for
professional tree care 753
8536.
Professional
painting
paperhanging. paneling Commercial or residential. 20 years
experience Free estimates'
759-1987
Will do plumbing, heating
carpentry and roofing 753
2211
Expert car end home
stereo repair.
WORLD OF SOUND
2225. 12th St.
753-5865

Will haul driveway white rock
and Ag lime also have any type
of brown or white pea gravel
Also do backhoe work Call
Roger Hudson, 753-4545 or
753-6763
Warning' Don tread this unless
you're in need of roofing.
carpentry or electrical work
New or repair. All guaranteed
Call Joe 753-9226 for free
estimate.
Wet basement? We make wet
basements dry, work completely guarenteed. Call or write
Morgan Construction
Co..
Route 2, Box 409A, Paducah,
KY 42001, or call day or night,
1-442-7026.
We do housecleaning and we ,
K & K Stump Removal. Do you have references 753-8209 or
need stumps removed from 753-7187.
your yard or land cleared of
.Feed And Seed
stumps? We can remove 55stumps up to 24- below the Hay 51 60 per bale Straw balground, leaving only sawdust ed with wheat, $125 Call 753and chips. Call for free 4755
estimate, Bob Kemp 435-4343
56. Free Column
or Bob Kemp. Jr. 435-4319.
Labrador Retriever puppies
free to good homes Call 436100#1114
2160
11•10-111p a Shia,.,
11.1
All w•th
57. Wanted
gssorsolowl
',00long for fermate 'to share
Call 75941159 or
rent at nice duplex Rent $150
753-6381.
Call 759-1962 after 6-30

Import Auto Salvage, 68-73
Volkswagen bumper, $20.
Toyota, Datsun, Opal, Caps. pm
and Fiat and Sim() parts. Call
474-2325 after 5 pm. Monday For sale Deluxe Starcratt
popup trailer in top condition,
Friday
Thermostatically controlled
heater, gasielectric
49. Used Cars
refrigerator clothes closet.
1978 Buick LeSabre, one custom krtchen cabinet,
owner, 32.000 actual miles
custom curtains. heavy duty
Call 474-2331
tires, $2500 436-2261
real
1976 Blue Camaro LT,
Sleeper camper trailer. for
sharp 753-1934 or after 7 pm,
small car Like new. Call 436753-1861
2146
1976 tlieVolet, high mileage,
1977 Wheeler pop-up camper.
extra deal), power steering,
perfect condition
brakes, windows. locks_ $2000. sleeps 6
with lots' of extra camping supCan be seen at 1510 Sycamore
plies. Call 753-4112 at night
1979 Cordoba. power windows. 753-77951after 6 pm
seats, cruise stereo, leather inBoats and Motors
terior, 25.000 miles, excellent. 52.
Call from 8am-5pm 753-0445, 14' Alummcraft with 20 hp
225 L. P. Miller St. (Across from Community Center)
Johnson, and trailer with
after 6 pm, 753-3936.
Silvertroll trolling motor Call
Specializing in Senior Citizens
1965 Corvette motor 1327 cu.
in 1 includes headers. clutch 435-4460 or 753-8729.
Open Hours
and pressure plate ready to in- 22 Ft. sailboat. 502-554-5090
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
stall, $600. Paris, 901-642- after 4 pm
9265
14' V -bottom
8-12 753-3685
For 'sale
1978 Dodge Challenger aluminum with 40 hp Evinrude
For
Appointment
automatic, 4 cylinder. 19.500 and trader $750 Call 759miles, 40 mpg highway. Good 4845
condition $4200. Call before
Monday or after 8 pm. 7591353
For sale- 1964 Triumph TR-4
Moving, best offer. Also tool
boxes and some tools. Phone
753-0702.
•
-- Get a head star, ea this Spring's Best Buys in Real Estate. Contact any
For sale, 1978 Fiat 128 Sedan
member of Kopperud Realty's Home Team for further details by phoning
good condition. radials. AM-FM
stereo. Call 759-1610
753-1222.
1976 Grand Prix, one owner.
cruise, tape, air, power, very
clean Call 354-6278 after 5
pm.
1970 Impala, full power, au. 4door hardtop, low mileage, sell
or trade Call 436-2146.
1979 Monte Carlo Landau,
white on burgandy. low
mileage. loaded. 1979 Mark V
Call 753-4647 after 7 pm.
506 trumped
1701 Perklene
(Otse Med tree Murray High School/
1970 model 'Iowa. V8
4 bedroom, 2' 7 bath home with outautomatic, in good condition,
Better Homes and Gardens could
standing features including den with
$600 or best offer. Call 759feature this comfortable family home
woodburning fireplace, dining room,
4805 or 753-8430
situated on beautifully wooded ond
heat pump, excellent closet spoce.
1975 Olds Cutlass wagon. wood
landscaped lot adjacent to Murray
two-car garage with automatic door
grain luggage rack good tires
High School. This three bedroom home
oponcr. and landscaping to include
and air-conditioned $900
also has study, den with hand hewn
over two dozen flowering trees for
753 8076
beamed ceiling and stone fireplace,
future beauty All this and more with
formal dining room and large game
1974 Plymouth Satalite
2,900 sq ft under roof. Price just
Custom small V8 4-door, ex
room complete with woodburning
reduced - upper 60s. Immediate
stove and we, bar luxurious new carcellent condition Call 753
possession.
1419
peting installed throughout most of
Don't Miss The
the home. Immediate possession. OfSharp 1976 Ford Elite, white
fered in the upper 60's,
blue rrtags air, and AM-FM 8
Opportunity to
track $2000 Call 767-4454
Inspect These
Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222
Quality Homes!
for all your Real Estate needs.

HORNUCKLE BARBER SHOP

Kopperud Realty Open Houses
Sunday, March 8, 1-4 p.m.

For
Sale

1979 Monte Carlo, LanJou, white on bergendy; 1979 Mark IV, Cartier, whit* on berponal; Mkt front cal.,
Mediae ramp end deck:.
Cal 753-4647 after 7
a.rm.

711 Main
Murray, Ky.

753-1222
(24 Hr.
Phone)
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Before They Leave High School

ItE17111111

Report May Pick Out Dropouts

Olga Antos Dies
In Local Hospital
s Olga Antos of Hamlin
died Friday at 12:15 p.m at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 85 years of
age and the widow of Jim Antos.
Born June 11, 1895, in Iowa,
she was the daughter of the
late Charles Pospishel and
thristine Kasper Pospishel.
Mrs. Antos is survived by
two sons, Charles James Antos, DeBorgia, Mont., and
Richard Fred Antos, Naperville, Ill, one sister. Mrs.
Joseph ;Christine Unger,and
one
brother, Bernard
Pospishel, both of Hamlin; 12
grandchildren; seven great
grandchildren.
The
Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home will be in
charge of the funeral and
burial arrangements.

Thomas To Give
Music Selections
Joy Thomas of Hazel will be
featured in instrumental and
vocal music selections on the
Second Tuesday program at
the Murray Art Guild on Tuesday. March 10, at 7:30 p.m.
Thomas. a vocalist, also
plays the dulcimer. She will be
assisted in the program In
John Griffin, auto-harptdohn
Hyneman, guitar: Mike
Rowland, piano and tub base.
The public is invited to this
community service event
without admission charges. a
spokesman for the art guild
said.

University Church
To Hear Logue
The University Church of
Christ will hear Bruce Logue
speak on "God Is Love" with
scripture from I John 4:7-12 at
the 10:30 a.m, service and on
"Grumbling" with scripture
from John 6:41-44 at the 6 p.m.
service on Sunday, March 8.
Assisting in the services will
be Ernie Bailey, Larry
Wright. Greg Delancey, Gary
Taylor, Willard Ails, Ramp W.
Brooks, Freed Curd, Gee i
Suiter, Doug Jones, Ellis Pennington, John Simmons, Bob
Bazzell, Murrell Goheen, John
Nanny,and Keith Hays.
Nursery supervisors will be
.ihirley Dunn, Wanda Erwin,
Linda Feltner, and Linda
Fain.
Bible classes will be at 9:30
a.m. on Sunday

David Roos To
Give Sermon At
First Christian
lie Unwanted Christ!"
with scripture from Matthew
8:28, 9:1 Will be the subject of
the sermon by the Rev. Dr.
David C. Roos at the 10:45
a.m. worship service on Sunday. March 8, at the First
'host tan Church. .
Special music will be a solo
by Larne Clark. Directing the
music will be Margaret Boone
with the organist to be Maxine
Clark.
Assisting in the services will
be Jim Stickler, Gene I andolt,
Dr. A. H. Titswollii _Henry
-`-Fultori,.DY: Clegg NW.
Jean
Fleming, Coleman McKee),
Dan McKeel, Steve Shaw, Bill
Van Meter, Huffy Greer.
Stephanie Lucas. Mrs. Kent
Forrester, Mr. and Mrs.
Bailey Gore, and Frank
Roberts.
The flowers on the chancel
rail will be in memory of Mrs.
Ruth Filbeck by her family.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m.. Youth Groups will meet
at 5:30 p.m., Elders will meet
at 6:30 p.m.. and Church
Board will meet at 7 p.m., all
on Sund.,

AT SWINE MEETING - Pictured during a break in the first annual Swine Health Day
program March 3 at Murray State University are, from the left: Steve Hobbs, the swine
herdsman at the university; Franklin Turnea Route 1, Owensboro; Ranny Ayer,
Mclean county; and John Flood with the Hopkinsville Elevator Company. More than
50 pork producers from West Kentucky and Tennessee attended the day-long
meeting, which was sponsored by the university's Veterinary Diagnostic and Research
center at Hopkinsville.

Judy Has No Regrets
By LINDEL HUTSON
Associated Press Writer
MICHIGAN CITY, Ind.
AP I - Steven T. Judy, contending he has no regrets
about murdering a woman
and her three young children,
says he's ready to die in the
electric chair Monday
because whatever awaits him
in death "has to be better than
this."
"It's actually something I
look forward to," Judy told
reporters Friday night, just
hours after the U.S. Supreme
Court turned down another inmate's appeal that the execution be stayed.
"There is no chance that I
will stop it. This is it. This isn't
a game."
Judy, convicted of raping
and killing Terry Lee Chasteen. 21, and drowning her
pre-schoolage children in 1979,
has repeatedly said he doesn't
want to spend his life in prison
and wants the death penalty
carried out.
,
The American Civil Liberties Union and Death Row inmate Larry Williams have
asked that the execution be
stopped. But the final legal appeal appeared to end in rejection when Williams heard F'i
day that the U.S. Supreme
Court wouldn't delay the execution in order to review Indiana's death penalty law .
• Only an unexpected colirt
order could stop the execution
now. Earlier Friday, the state
Clemency Commission refised to halt the electrocution.
and Gov. Robert D. Orr, v .14)
has the power to issue a stay,
has said the death per .:ty
should be carried out.
The state Supreme Court i.ajected stays twice in the past
few days.
Judy would be the first person executed in Indiana ir) 20
years and the first to die in the
United States since convicted
murderer Jesse Bishop died in
the Nevada gas chamber in
1979.
Gary Gilmore, who in 1977
became the first person executed in the United States in
a decade, also refused to appeal his conviction. The U.S.
Supreme Court ruled in that

was my crying out, saying
'stop me,something is wrong.'
•'If society is not ready to
help or correct people like me,
then they might just as well go
ahead and do away with us."

By DIANA TAYLOR
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API Most Kentucky students now
rank at or above the national
median on basic skills tests,
and officials credit an educational improvement program
with the progress.
Under the Education Improvement Act, passed by the
1978 General Assembly,school
pupils in grades three, five,
severi and 10 are tested an-

TAKE DELIVERY NOW THROUGH MARCH 19

'700'AS"

BONUS

ON ANY '81 MONTE CARLO OR CAMARO
TAKE DELIVERY NOW THROUGH MARCH 19

$500

BONUS
ONUS

ON ANY 81 CITATION OR CHEVE TTE

alto Tay r C Implet'sc.
641 South Murray

Cure The Blues Heads
List Of Derby Nominees
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - side of Maryland, will make
Cure the Blues, unbeaten in his 1981 debut Monday in the
five starts, headed the record Bahamas at Hialeah, where
list of 430 thoroughbreds he will meet other Kentucky
nominated for the Kentucky Derby contenders like Tap
Derby at Churchill Downs on Shoes, Well Decorated and Cut
May 2.
.School.
The list of nominees was
Owned by Bert Firestone,
released today.
Cure the Blues is back in the
Cure the Blues, unraced out- hands of trainer LeRoy Jolley,
who surprised the racing
world last May when he sent
out another Firestone colt, Genuine Risk. She was the first
filly to capture the Derby
trophy since 1915.
The lack of an outstanding 2riages - he forgets how year-old - one of the stature
many. In a dozen years as a of Spectacular Bid or Seattle
magistrate, he often perform- Slew - may have helped Push
the nominations to an increase
ed 10 or 12 weddings a day.
Sometimes, newlyweds with of III and 34.8 percent over the
a change of heart have asked prior record of 319 for the 1978
Ryan to tear up the marriage Derby.
"It's indicative of the growlicense shortly after the
ceremony, he said. He always ing popularity of the Derby,"
said Downs president Lynn
refused.
"I'd tell them no way. I Stone."I think it's great."
There were 16 fillies includwouldn't do that for a thousand dollars," Ryan said. ed among the nominees, the
"They got themselves into it, most in the track's history,
The female delegation is led
let them get themselves out. I
don't lasso them and drag by Heavenly Cause, the
Eclipse Award 2-year-old Filthem inhere."
Ryan seldom has offered ad- ly of the Year.
Phyllis George Brown, wife
vise to newlyweds on marriage or child raising, even of Kentucky's governor, and
though he might have drawn Tom Gentry norinnated Exfrom his own experience. He citable Lady. She won by five
and his wife, Helen, have been lengths last week at
married for 45 years and had Gulfstream Park in her first
start since romping home in
13 children.
It used to be much easier to the Debutante Stakes last Derby Day at Churchill Downs.
get married in Kentucky, with
Kentucky led the list of
no waiting period between the
time the license was obtained breeding states with 221
and the ceremony was per- nominations, 45 more than the
formed. That was before prior record of 176 that it had
Ryan's time as magistrate. in 1978.
Virtually all of 1980's top
but he reniembers the "marriage touts- who frequented juveniles appear to be in the
the courthouse area to direct thick of competition.
Tap Shoes will be the fourth
starry eyed couples to the
nearest official with the colt that the highly successful
authority to perform mar- Horatio Luro has conditioned
for the Derby but the first in 17
riages.
Ryan has been a constable, years. The last two. Decidely
and before that an iceman, in 1962 and Northern Dancer
dock foreman and factory in 1964, were victorious. Vicworker. Magistrates' duties torian Park was third in 1960.
I.uro currently is training
are pretty much confined to
performing
marriages Tap Shoes to go a distance. As
because of the state's district a 2-year-old he was asked only
court system, he said. The of- once to go as far as a mile.
ficials formerly presided over That was in the Champagne
small claims courts and heard Stakes whre he finished sixth,
beaten by 11 lengths.
eviction cases.
The colt had a rash that day
Ryan said he hasn't gotten
rich as a
marryin' but Luro said -we don't know
magistrate; he sometimes if that was it or if it was the atreceived $1 or $2 - or nothing titude of the horse. His race
was no good. I'm willing to ac-for a wedding.
"I ask for .315, then take cept that (alibi( but the horse
must prove it"
what I can get," he said

'Marryin' Sam'Talks
About Drop In Business
COVINGTON, Ky. (AP) Magistrate Arthur Ryan used
to be known as "Marryin'
Sam," a name borrowed from
the "Ial Abner" comic strip
character.
But Ryan says so few people
are getting wed these days,
it's not worth being in the marrying business.
"Nobody gets married
anymore," said the 62-yearold Ryan, who plans to resign
as a Kenton County
magistrate. "There are three
divorces over there at the
county courthouse) to every
marriage."
Ryan figures he's performed several thousand mar-

Newly Discovered
Block In Sewer To Take
About A Week To Clear
LOUISVILLE, Ky. 0API - blasts may have been trigThe Metropolitan Sewer gered by a hexane spill from a
District says it will take at Ralston Purina Co. plant.
Tierney said "there are
least a week to removo newly
discovered Sewer blockage in blockages all up and down
Old Louisville, still struggling i sewers in that area), but.we
to recover from an explosion didn't know about this one."
He said the agency feared
last month.
MSD spokesman John the new obstruction could be
Tierney said Friday the blocking the flow of sewage inobstruction, discovered the to an emergency trench, built
day before, wasn't located after the accident last month
earlier because crews couldn't to help carry off heavy rains
see into the sewer lines beyond and remove the threat of
craters in the area because flooding.
Tierney said !ASV's earlier
sewage water had backed up.
The craters were part of the est ...le of $28 million in
damage created Feb. 13 when d images to the sewers includa sewer explosion ripped ed some provisions for finding
through Old Louisville, tear- new blockages, but he said
ing up streets, sidewalks and MSD won't have a firm idea of
some houses. The loss has how much it will cost to repair
been estimated as high as $43 the sewers until all of the
damage is known.
million.
Once all repair bills are in,
Some investigators said the
MSD has a regulation that it
apparently could use as a
lever .
ti,) send the bills to
Ralston Purina if the company
nually.
is proved responsible.
In 1979, Kentucky students
MSD officials believe that if
ranked below the national meRalston Purina refused to pay,
dian in four areas. Last year, the sewer agency legally could
that had improved to only one
disconnect service to the soyarea of sub-median perforbean plant, forcing it to haul
mance by the state's students.
its wastes away.
Kentucky's law is "one of
MSD declined to say
the better acts passed in the
whether it is considering sencountry as far as improving ding the company a bill.
education is concerned," Dr.
"We certainly have that opDonald Hunter told a subcom- lion in our wastewater regulamittee of the Interim Joint tions," Tierney said. "That's
Committee on Education Fri- something that we would be
day.
looking into. But I don't think
The test results provide inwe're quite ready to make an
formation for use by groups announcement."
concerned with the state's
The cost-recovery clause is
education program and also in the enforcement section of
tell teachers what they can do
MSD's wastewater discharge
to help individual students, regulations, which took effect'
said Hunter, head of the last year.
MSD apparently cannot
Bureau of Instruction.
Under the law, local school simply mail Ralston Purina a
districts are required to sub- bill based on the estimated 828
mit educational improvemellt million in damages to sewers.
plans annually. Hunter said They must be billed for actual
the districts are being en- costs, Tierney explained.
couraged to tie the plans to inOne actual cost will be
service training for teachers, payments to six contractors
which casts the state $10 who are repairing sewer lines.
million.a year.
That work is expected to total
"In-service is a vehicle to $4.75 million.
accomplish educational imOnce the contractors bill
provement plans" while not MSD, the sewer district could
spending a lot of money, bill Ralston Purina for the
Hunter said.
same amounts,Tierney said
The requirement for annual
Jim Reed, a spokesman for
plans was one area of the law
Ralston Purina, said if the
Hunter described as a company got such a bill,
weakness, saying three-or -we'd have to treat that like
five-year plans probably anything else we get. I'd have
would result in better plann- to give it to the attorneys, arid
ing.
I don't know what we'd do."

Kentucky Students Rate
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case that other people who
wanted to stop an execution
had no legal standing.
At his news conference, the
24-year-old condemned man.
wearing
blue
prison
dungarees, told reporters
"there's a kind of hurt"
because of his foster parents,
Robert and Mary Carr of Indianapolis.
"But they'll join up with me
sonic day," he-said.
He said he doesn't lose sleep
over the slayings of four people. -Ws Just something that
happened.'•
Judy maintained that society failed him as a child.
"If I had been raised by better parents, or had better
counseling when I was
younger, I could have been different," he said, adding society had never tried to help him.
'People
like
me,
psychopaths and so on, once
they're caught at something,
they throw up a defense barrier. It's always 'we didn't do
this, we didn't do that.' Doing
all the small crimes I did, that

By HERBERT SPA sutur*
stead of waiting until they
Associated Press Writer
drop out and then try to get
RA NISJPOR T, Ky. API them back in," Clyde Caudill,
State education officials hope head of the Kentucky Departthat a research report ment of Education's research
prepared by a college doc- and planning office, said in an
torial candidate will help iden- interview.
tify potential high school
The research report, recentdropouts before they leave ly released to local school ofschool.
ficials, was prepared during
And they hope the early the 1979-80 school year by
identification can help keep Southgate
Independent
potential dropouts in school.
schools superintendent Don
"We hope to be able ti
Martin Jr. while he was workpredict who the potential ing on his doctorate at the
dropouts are and set -up University of Kentucky.
preventative programs inMartin, who was also work-
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Kentucky Housing Corp.
Receives HUD Contract
The Kentucky Housing Corporation ( KHC) has received
$564,000 of Section 8 contract
authority from the U.S.
Department of Housing and
Urban Development (HUD).
This set-aside may be used for
new construction of rental property for low- and very lowincome families.
This contract authority is
applicable for the western
allocation area only which includes the following counties:
Calloway, Ballard, Caldwell,
Carlisle, Crittenden, Fulton,
Graves, Hancock, Hickman,
Hopkins, Livingston, Lyon,
Marshall,
McCracken,
McLean, Muhlenberg, Ohio,
Todd, Trigg, Union and
Webster.
New construction in the
western allocation area totals
116. This includes 26 elderly,
66 family and 24 large family.
I.arge Family
means,
generally, three bedrooms
and larger.
If additional information is
necessary relative to the Section 8 Program, it may be obtained from KHC,Sandy Bondurant at (502)564-7593
will
KHC
accept
preliminary proposals for

mg as an intern in Caudill's office, worked with other staff
members to consolidate
various studies on dropouts
and develop a formula that
school guidance counselors
could use to locate potential
dropouts.
Questionnaires were also
filled out by 536 randomly
selected dropoLs in seven rural
county school districts and
Jefferson County and 536
students who remained in the
same schools.
From the questionnaire and
the various studies, the report
draws 32 conclusions about
dropouts and non-dropouts
called "persisters" relating
to achievement, attendance
and home enviornment.
In addition to pointing out
those variables to school
counselors, the report
developed the so-called
regression formula" that
uses information available in
a student's school files to
predict the likliehood of his
dropping out of school.
The hope is that counselors
can initiate contact with
potential dropouts and get
them into programs and
counseling that may keep
them in school.
The report said that the
questionnaires indicated that
less than 29 percent of the urban dropouts and 12 percent of
the rural dropouts talked over
their concerns about leaving
school with their school
counselor.
"The ability to identify
potential dropouts in an objective fashion allows counslors
to initiate contact with potential dropouts and their
families," the report says.
"The importance of contacting the parents of dropouts is
underscored when one notes
that nearly 50 percent of all

Jerrell White
To Speak At
Baptist Church
The Rev. Dr. Jerrell White
will speak on "God's Roll
Book" with scripture' from
Luke 10:20 and Rev. 20:15 at
the 10:50 a.m. set-vice and on
"Words of Jesus" with scripture from Luke 17:23 at the 7
p.m. services on Sunday,
March 8, at the Memorial Baptist Church, Tenth and Main
Streets,
Bob Perrin, deacon of the
week, will assist in the services.
Milton Gresham, minister of
music, will direct the music
with Margaret Wilkins as
organist and Michael Wilkins
as pianist. Special music at
the morning hour will be by
the Sanctuary Choir, and at
the evening hour by the Youth
Choir.
Church Teaching with
Ralph Bogard as director will
be at 9:40 a.m., and Church
Training with Glenn Hale as
director will be at 6 p.m.
Volunteer nursery workers
will be Ann Grogan, Judy
Hina, and Joy Hina. Bus
drivers for the week will be
George Lewis, 759-4952, Don
Slayter, 767-24.55, and Glenn
Hale, 753-6382.

dropouts reported that they
talked over their concerns
about leaving school with their
parents," the report says.
"Thus, until alternative
forms of education are
developed and implemented
that will help provide for the
needs of identified potential
dropouts, the objective
knowledge that a particular
student is likely to leave
school should provide the
counselor
with support
material which should aid in
counseling the student."
The two most frequently.
checked reasons for dropping
out in the questionnaires were
related to dissatisfaction with
school - "School was not
teaching me what I wanted to
know," and "Disagreed with
school discipline policy."
Caudill said that field
studies will be done during the
198112 school year to determine the accuracy of the formula.
Geri Weaver, director of the
division of research and
evaluation, said the department views the report as a
first step.
"In a year we hope to have
more information," she said.
"It could be used in 10 or 12
different ways,from very formal programs to informal use
by school counselors.-

R.J. Burpoe
To Speak At
Grace Baptist
The Rev. R. J. Burpoe,
pastor of the Grace Baptist
Church, 617 South Ninth
Street, Murray, will speak at
the 10:45 a.m. and 5:30 p.m.
services on Sunday. March 8.
at the church.
Leland Peeler will direct the
music with Dwane Jones as
organist and Terry. Downey as
pianist.
The ordinance of baptism
will be observed at the evening worship hour.
Nursery workers will be
Robbie Hale, Vicki Maynard,
Roberta Hall, and Frances
Wyatt. For bus information
persons may call Don Hale at
753-3063.
Sunday School with Dan
Billington as superintendent
will be at 9:45 a.m. on Sunday.
Prayer Service and Youth
Study Group will be at 7 p.m.
on Wednesday
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housing units under the Section 8 Housing Assistance Payment Program through March
20. After this date,
representing
*
preliminary proposals will be *
*
American
and
International
Traveltime :
accepted subject to availabili- *
1
ty of funds.
*****************************ot
Preliminary proposals may
be submitted to KHC,108 Kentucky Towers, Louisville, Ky.
40202.

Mattingly To Be
Celebrant At
St. Leo Masses
The Rev. Martin Mattingly
will be the celebrant at the
masses at 630 p.m. today and
at Band 11 a.m. and 4:30 p.m
on Sunday, March 8, at St.
Leo's Catholic Church.
Dr. David Eberle and Mrs
Jane Eberle are in charge of
the choir.
Religion classes for
preschool through adults will
be at 9:30 a.m on Sunday.
Week day masses will be at
6:15 a.m. on Monday, 6:30
p.m. on Tuesday, 4:30 p.m. on
Wednesday, 10 a.m. on
Thursday, and 2 p.m. on Friday.

Cash Back
Specials

1980 Morcery Zeploer 4 dr., 6 cyl engine, air cowl:tinning,
NW'? steering, power broke', ow -fie rodeo, fed sire spare.
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•
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your cost otter tenet*

power ttriernig,'ewer
tape.
55600.00
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Auto Sales
753 4961
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